Emergency Medical Services

CHAPTER SEVEN

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
This chapter includes sections on the history of Emergency Medical Services (EMS) in
the United States and the delivery of EMS in the City of New Rochelle. Recommendations for improvement are outlined.
OVERVIEW
The delivery of quality emergency medical care is one of the most basic services that a
local government must ensure is available for its citizens. The actual delivery of such
service is just one component of an EMS system. An EMS system consists of those
organizations, resources, and individuals from whom some action is required in order to
ensure a timely and medically appropriate response to medical emergencies. The basic
goal of an EMS system is to get the patient to a definitive care facility in a timely manner
so that no further harm occurs to the patient. Although an EMS system does not stop
when the patient arrives at the hospital door, the delivery of pre-hospital care and patient
transport are the most complex components of a community’s EMS system.
Traditionally, there are 13 recognized essential elements of the pre-hospital component of
an EMS system.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Prevention and early recognition;
Bystander action and system access;
Call taking and dispatching function;
Telephone protocols and pre-arrival instructions;
First responder dispatch;
Ambulance dispatch;
First responder services;
Ambulance services—basic and advanced life support;
Direct on-line medical control;
Transport;
Receiving facility interface;
Off-line medical control; and,
Record keeping and evaluation.
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Emergency medical care can be delivered through a variety of methods, which include:
contracting the service through a private ambulance company; delegating the service to a
volunteer agency in the community; providing direct service through government
employees; or any combination of the above.
As EMS in the United States has evolved, so have the different models or profiles of
organizational structures for the delivery of the service. In the early 1980s, the United
States Fire Administration published Fire Service/EMS, A Program Management Guide.
This publication identified 28 different profiles for the delivery of EMS. Twenty-six of
the profiles included participation of the fire department in some aspect of the prehospital EMS system. Each profile has its own particular strengths and weaknesses. The
profiles, identified 30 years ago, still accurately portray fire-service based EMS today.
The original profiles identified in the Management Guide are built around five primary
variables:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Dual-role vs. cross-trained vs. “civilian” providers;
Career only vs. career & volunteer vs. volunteer-only organizations;
First responder vs. EMT vs. paramedic certifications;
Transporting units vs. non-transporting units; and,
Engine or truck company first response vs. no engine or truck company first
response.

These variables can be combined into 52 different ways of EMS delivery; it is most likely
that every variable has been tried and is probably in service today somewhere in the
United States. The variables also can be pieced together as necessary to meet the needs
and resources of a particular community. Many jurisdictions have started out with one
profile and changed to another as their EMS systems have grown and resources shifted.
The combination of these variables can be classified into one of four main models for
providing pre-hospital emergency medical service care and transport:
1. Third-Party Service. EMS services are delivered by a separate public safety agency
that usually holds equal status with other agencies in the community, such as the
fire department and police department. Career, volunteer, or a combination of
career and volunteer personnel may provide these third-party services.
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2. Hospital-based Service. EMS services are delivered from a medical facility,
normally a local or regional hospital. Personnel delivering the services are usually
hospital or health care system employees and the services are commonly supported
by hospital funding.
3. Private Service. EMS services are delivered by a privately owned company for a
fee, on a for-profit basis. A local government would most likely enter into a written
agreement with the private ambulance company identifying the level of services
provided and cost of said services.
4. Fire Department-based Service. EMS services are delivered by fire department
personnel (career, volunteer, or combination). Fire department personnel are
trained as EMS care providers and are equipped to provide care and transport for
sick and injured patients.
COMMISSION ON FIRE ACCREDITATION INTERNATIONLA (CFAI)
The Commission on Fire Accreditation International (CFAI) emphasizes the importance
of emergency medical services delivery in today’s fire department operations. Progressive fire departments use this criterion, and others, as a benchmark for determining the
best practices for EMS delivery. The CFAI Emergency Medical Service Criterion
Performance Indicators are provided below:
Criterion 5G: Emergency Medical Service (EMS)
There is an Emergency Medical Services program providing the community with a
designated level of out-of-hospital emergency medical care.
Performance Indicators
1. Given the agency’s “standard of response coverage” and emergency deployment
objectives as described in Criterion 3A.2, the agency meets its response time,
apparatus and equipment objectives for each type and magnitude of emergency
medical deployment objective.
2. There is adequate staffing to meet agency objectives.
3. There is adequate apparatus and equipment to meet state and national standards.
4. There are adequate supplies and materials to meet the stated level of response.
5. There are standard operating procedures, standing orders, protocols and methods
in place to meet the stated level of response.
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6. There is an information system in place to record and analyze the effectiveness of
the EMS program.
7. There is a patient care record maintained for each patient contacted by the EMS
System. This report should contain patient history, incident history, data by which
treatment was determined, rendered and the patient disposition recorded. The
report should be protected from public access and maintained as per local and state
records retention requirements.
8. There is an independent review of patient care records. On-line and off-line
medical control is available to the agency. The agency has a quality assurance
program in place.
9. On-line and off-line medical control is available to the agency.
10. The agency has a quality assurance program in place.
The Study Team considered the CFAI criteria during its assessment of the delivery of
EMS in New Rochelle.
HISTORY OF EMS IN THE FIRE SERVICE
There is a long history of fire service involvement in the delivery of EMS services in the
United States. As early as 1928, a few fire departments began providing first aid services
to citizens suffering from heart attack symptoms or having trouble breathing. These
services were provided with equipment that the firefighters carried to treat other
firefighters who would be overcome with smoke at fire incidents. Later in the 1930s, fire
departments began developing special vehicles that they used to provide assistance to
citizens in their communities who became ill or injured. These specialized units included
vehicles used for heavy rescue and extrication operations.
During the 1940s and 1950s, many fire departments continued to provide ambulance
service, consisting primarily of basic first aid and transport operations. As new
techniques were developed for the care of the ill or injured outside of the hospital setting,
fire departments in major cities such as Baltimore, Seattle, Los Angeles, Milwaukee, and
Columbus were the first to implement the techniques.
In 1966, the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act was passed authorizing the
U.S. Department of Transportation to set EMS guidelines and establish the National
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Highway Traffic Safety Administration, which was charged with improving emergency
medical services. As pre-hospital care started to become more sophisticated with the
introduction of national standards for training of Emergency Medical Technicians (EMT)
and Paramedics, fire department involvement in EMS grew throughout the United States.
In 2004, it was estimated that more than 60% of all fire departments in the United States
were involved in providing some level of emergency medical service. Those fire departments that provided EMS services to their communities found that at least 50% (and up
to as high as 80%) of their total emergency incidents handled each year were EMS
related.
For a fire department to deliver quality EMS service, local government officials, fire
department leadership, and EMS care providers must all embrace the importance of the
service and must all understand the demands that a quality EMS program places on
departmental resources.
Most recently, the International Association of Fire Fighters (IAFF), one of the largest
unions of the AFL-CIO, has taken a pro-active position on fire-based EMS delivery. To
quote Harold A. Schaitberger, General President of the IAFF, “Fire department based
EMS systems are—and will continue to be—the frontline responders for medical
emergencies in the pre-hospital environment and the safety net for all citizens without
access to primary care.” In fact, in some U.S. communities, the delivery of EMS services
is being returned to the local fire department after struggling with various models of
private sector involvement.
Many leaders in the fire service at the national level believe that the fire departments that
have been involved in the direct delivery of EMS services have also been the fire
departments that have remained the most stable through the difficult up-and-down
economic times of the last 25 years. The fire service has truly taken on an “all-hazards”
approach to its response capabilities in recent years and those fire departments that only
respond to the report of fire are the fire departments that will continue to have their
futures in jeopardy.
A well-staffed, well-trained, and well-equipped fire engine can mean so much more to a
community than just a fire response vehicle. If that vehicle is staffed with trained and
equipped medical providers, it becomes the neighborhood first-aid unit that helps people
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with cut hands, broken bones, asthma attacks, and life threatening emergencies. Going on
an EMS run should not be an inconvenience to a fire department; it should be an
opportunity to aid and interact with the citizens that the department serves.
THE MODERN EMS AGENCY
The progressive EMS delivery agency is really a complex agency that has many
customers—one of which is the patient receiving the care. EMS customers also include
the patient’s family, the citizens of the community, local medical professionals, the local
hospital emergency room staff, trauma and specialty referral centers, local nursing and
long-term care facilities, health care insurance providers, health care educators, 911 call
takers and dispatchers, and of course, the EMS providers themselves.
Modern EMS delivery is actually an aggressive EMS delivery that begins before the 911
call is initiated. Public health care awareness and injury prevention education are often
delivered by local or regional hospital resources, as well as the EMS provider agency in
hopes that the 911 call can be prevented, or at least made early in the event. In
communities where public health care education has been prioritized as an important part
of the EMS system, the result is quite often improved patient survivability and outcome.
As a community’s population changes in age and cultural composition, the need for
public health care education grows increasingly more important.
When the 911 call is made, the progressive EMS agency will answer with an Emergency
Medical Dispatch (EMD) trained call taker who will also provide pre-arrival instructions
to the calling party so that basic lifesaving interventions can be started prior to the arrival
of trained EMS providers. That progressive agency will have in place a tiered-type of
response system that gets both basic and advanced life support services to the patient
within nationally accepted response time criteria. Ultimately, the patient will be properly
diagnosed, treated, and transported to a medical facility capable of providing definitive
care.
THE IDEAL CHAIN OF SURVIVAL EVENTS
In the “ideal” EMS system, a patient with a life threatening medical emergency, such as a
heart attack, should first encounter a family member or bystander who is CPR trained and
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who also recognizes the signs and symptoms of the medical emergency. The bystander or
family member would activate the local EMS system through a 911 call and would
initiate basic first aid and CPR care.
If needed, the EMD trained 911 call taker would provide nationally recognized prearrival care instructions via telephone while emergency responders were being
dispatched. These pre-arrival instructions would continue until the arrival of the trained
emergency responders. If this emergency was occurring in a public venue, such as a
shopping mall or health club, an automatic external defibrillator (AED) would be
immediately available for use along with an AED-trained staff member or security
person.
The first emergency response personnel to arrive on the scene would be trained at least to
the EMT-B (Basic) level and equipped with a first-aid bag, oxygen delivery equipment,
and an AED. Within a few minutes, a trained paramedic (or two) would arrive with
advanced life support equipment capable of providing cardiac monitoring, intravenous
medication therapy, and advanced airway management techniques. Using standing
medical protocols, the patient would receive a 12-lead electrocardiogram, life saving
medications, and other cardiac therapies in order to diagnose and treat the medical
emergency.
The patient would be stabilized, loaded into a transport unit and begin a short trip to a
definitive care facility capable of handling cardiac emergencies. While en route to the
care facility, the paramedics would consult via radio or telephone with emergency care
physicians to obtain orders for further pre-hospital interventions. The patient would arrive
at the care facility having received appropriate advanced life support care (ALS) within
the delivery time criteria established by the American Heart Association.
Patient care would be transferred to the emergency room staff and an accurate and clearly
written transfer report would be provided. The transfer would be seamless and timely and
the care providers would ready their equipment for the next response with minimal delay.
Back at their station, the care providers would finalize any reports and file them using a
computer-based data collection system. The data would be used for billing, State
reporting, departmental analysis of service delivery, and EMS system master planning—
in addition to simply documenting the incident.
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Finally, a Quality Assurance staff member would review the care provider’s written
report for accuracy and protocol compliance and then send a customer service survey to
the patient within 30 days of the incident.
As stated previously, how all these system components arrive in the time required is
really a complex process that varies from community to community throughout the
United States. When multiple agencies are required to provide the system components
listed above, inter-agency cooperation and coordination are paramount to successful
patient outcome. Should one component fail, then the system fails to provide the best
care.
HISTORY OF EMS IN NEW ROCHELLE
The following NRFD EMS history came from interviewing NRFD and Transcare staff.
“There is no information prior to the second world war, except for a sentence in
Red Shirt―Blue Shirt about a request to purchase an ambulance that came from
the Fire Department after a major explosion in the west end of the city, this was
about 10 years before the first world war. Red Shirt―Blue Shirt does not list if it
was ever purchased.
“At some time around the end of
World War II, New Rochelle
Hospital (later renamed Sound
Shore Medical Center) was
providing ambulance service and
apparently the NRFD was also.
There was no documentation as to
this and none of the members or
retired members talked about this
until this picture was found in
2010. There is no information if
anyone was ever transported by
this ambulance, but it was located at fire headquarters on Church Street (this
station was sold in the late 1960s).
“In the late 1960s & 1970s New Rochelle Hospital was operating two ambulances
and covering New Rochelle, Pelham and Pelham Manor. It was staffed with a
security guard or two and a medical resident or intern. The staff had hospital
responsibilities so the ambulance would respond after a delay. They had a policy
that it would only respond if the request came from a police officer or doctor on
scene. In 1971 they failed to respond to a call from a doctor for a respiratory
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arrest of his wife and he threatened litigation. New Rochelle Hospital advised the
city and the town of Pelham that they would no longer provide the service.
“In 1972 Abbey Richmond Ambulance Service a commercial for profit service
based in White Plains was hired and they provided two Basic Life Support (BLS)
ambulances that were stationed at NRFD Station #1 on Harrison Street. One
ambulance was 24 hours and the other was 16 hours (8am till Midnight). In 1974
Advanced Life Support (ALS) was started in New Rochelle, White Plains and Port
Chester. At this time ALS was provided by Emergency Medical Technician III –
Cardiac Care Technicians (EMT-CC). In the early 1980s this was upgraded to
paramedics. The contract required New Rochelle to purchase all of the ALS
equipment including the EKG Monitor/Defibrillators, Telemetry Radios, and
Medications. The ambulance service charged the city for providing the service and
patient billing was performed by the city’s office of emergency services
(predecessor to the office of emergency management) which was located in the
basement of Fire Station #1. Around 1983 Ambulance #2 was moved to a
makeshift quarters at station #3 to improve response times to the north end of the
city. Generally Ambulance 1 then covered south of Lincoln Avenue and the
Village of Pelham Manor while Ambulance 2 covered the area north and the
Village of Pelham, until it went off duty at midnight.
“New Rochelle Fire Department was dispatched as the only first response agency
going back to the time of the New Rochelle Hospital Ambulance. They were only
sent on the more serious calls and they were dispatched to them as “Inhalator”
calls by the city’s dispatch center. In the late 1970s EMT training was introduced
and in the early 1980s it became mandatory for all new members and then for all
promotions to become EMTs.
“In January of 1985, to save money the contract was transferred to Affiliated
Ambulance who offered a lower bid than Abbey Richmond. Almost all of the
employees switched companies and service continued until March or April when
the company advised the city it was losing money and they forfeited the contract.
Empress Ambulance Service of Yonkers was given the contract and they held it
until the early 1990s. During this time an additional hour was added to ambulance
#2 and they would stay in service till 1am. The contract then went back to Abbey
Richmond, again with most responders staying in New Rochelle. In 1998 the city
changed the contract to require that the contractor provide all the billing and that
the city would supplement or guarantee the company would get a minimum return
on investment. Transcare Ambulance was awarded the contract and shortly
afterwards also announced that they had purchased Abbey Richmond. This new
contract added the second ambulance as a 24 hour unit. At this time the Town of
Pelham dropped out of the ambulance service because they felt they could get a
less expensive service than what was being offered by New Rochelle. In 1999 the
New Rochelle Fire Department proposed taking over both the paramedic and the
transport component of the service. The city administration believed it was more
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costly than the commercial service and was never pursued. The partial (7am to
7pm) third ambulance was added around 2007 after many complaints from the
Volunteer Ambulance Corps (VAC) from the Town of Mamaroneck and
Eastchester were received.
“Since the 1970s the New Rochelle Fire Department has been the most progressive EMS first response agency in the region. They were the 1st to be approved for
automatic external defibrillators (AED’s), the 1st to be allowed to administer
albuterol to asthmatic patients, the 1st to be allowed to administer Epinephrine or
EPI-pens to patients with severe allergic reactions or anaphylactic shock and still
the only ones in the region to be approved to administer the Mark 1 kit to victims
of weapons of mass destruction (WMDs). In 2004 the NRFD changed the
recertification training program from a system where members went for training
while at least 50% off duty and received overtime for it to a continuing medical
education (CME) system that is almost completely accomplished while on-duty.”
NEW ROCHELLE EMS MODEL
As was reviewed earlier in this Chapter, the state-of-the-art “ideal chain of survival” that
has been proven nationally to be the best is described in two (2) phases as follows:
PHASE 1. The first emergency response personnel to arrive on the scene would
be trained at least to the EMT-B (Basic) level and equipped with a first-aid bag,
oxygen delivery equipment, and an AED.
PHASE 2. Within a few minutes, a trained paramedic (or two) would arrive with
advanced life support equipment capable of providing cardiac monitoring,
intravenous medication therapy, and advanced airway management techniques.
Using standing medical protocols, the patient would receive a 12-lead
electrocardiogram, life-saving medications, and other cardiac therapies in order
to diagnose and treat the medical emergency.
These two phases of the provision of pre-hospital EMS treatment and transport service in
New Rochelle are actually a combination of two of the previously described models for
the delivery of EMS services and are described in New Rochelle as follows:
Fire Department-based Service (Phase 1). EMS services are delivered by fire
department personnel. Fire department personnel are trained as EMS care
providers and are equipped to provide care for the sick and injured patients.
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Private Service (Phase 2). EMS transport services are delivered by a privately
owned company for a fee, on a for-profit basis. A local government would most
likely enter into a written agreement with the private ambulance company
identifying the level of services provided and cost of said services.

As described more completely, New Rochelle firefighters and officers fight fires and are
also fully trained and equipped to provide emergency medical services as EMTs. All New
Rochelle firefighters are New York State Department of Health certified Emergency
Medical Technicians. Each of the five firehouses has a basic life support EMS-equipped
engine assigned. Many times an engine is closer to an emergency scene and is dispatched
along with a private paramedic ambulance, which provides Advanced Life Support
(ALS) care.
The City of New Rochelle contracts with a private ambulance service to provide
dedicated paramedic-staffed ambulance transport units. Currently the City contracts
with TransCare Ambulance Service for two ambulances―24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
These units are stationed at Fire Station #1 on Harrison Street and Station #3 on North
Avenue. A third Transcare ALS ambulance is on duty from 7 am to 7 pm (busiest time).
This unit is not assigned to a fire station and is considered a “floater.” Typically this unit
is staged on Quaker Ridge Road in order to be available to the more northern parts of the
City.
The Study Team interviewed both NRFD and Transcare EMS services providers and
collected service delivery data, policies and procedures, standard operating procedures
and medical care protocols. Based on this information the Study Team has concluded that
NRFD and Transcare staffs work well together as a team in delivering high-quality
efficient and cost effective pre-hospital EMS to those needing such care in New Rochelle.
Discontinuing Fire EMT Service Delivery
The 2012 Report by the Citizens’ Panel on Sustainable Budgets suggested possible “Risk
reduction associated with discontinuing Fire EMT on a partial or total basis, noting
increased costs to expand ambulance contracts.”
In the view of the Study Team members who have conducted studies and assessments
involving more than 200 fire and EMS services delivery agencies, the New Rochelle
EMS services delivery model is state-of-the-art with a true public/private team effort that
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provides high-quality EMS services and is cost effective relative to other potential
models.
It appears that if the participation of the NRFD in the delivery of this very critical public
safety service were to be discontinued, the following could be the end result:
• Quality of EMS services would be reduced through increased response times
resulting in delayed medical care in some patients not receiving EMS first
responder services;
• Transcare would likely need to increase staffing and units in an effort to provide
man-power assist services for their own units;
• Transcare/City contract cost (now $569,592 for 2013) would likely increase substantially to provide needed staffing and care if service level is to be maintained;
• The City could experience increased liability exposure for taking action that could
result in reduced level of EMS services;
• NRFD staffing and related costs would likely not be reduced in that staffing would
continue to be needed for fire services delivery requirements; and,
• NRFD units and staff would have significantly reduced workload due to reduction
in calls for fewer or no response on EMS-related incidents.
Nationally, the involvement of fire department resources in the municipal EMS delivery
model has proven to result in increased quality of EMS services and more effective use of
firefighters, officers, and fire vehicles. For this reason it is suggested that the City of New
Rochelle maintain and improve its current EMS delivery system.
The following are a number of improvements that should be considered by the City,
NRFD, and Transcare.
NEW ROCHELLE EMS ISSUES
A few issues were brought to the attention of the Study Team concerning the delivery of
EMS services in New Rochelle. The following sections review these issues.
Reduced Fire Apparatus Response on Non-Life-Threatening Calls
The Study Team was advised that the NFRD over the last few years reduced instances of
sending an engine on all EMS incident calls. Responses were modified as follows:
1. No minor patients, meaning Alpha calls;
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2. No response on emotional disturbed patients (EDP);
3. No response to the jail; and,
4. No response to skilled nursing facilities unless unconscious or cardiac arrest.
These reductions seem appropriate and consistent with national response protocol
templates. Of course, if Transcare staff were to request response for assistance on any of
these types of calls, the NRFD would respond, as needed.
This reduction in response on unnecessary EMS calls will provide time for NFRD staff to
perform other more important fire services task, e.g., training and building inspections.
NRFD staff should monitor call volume and the impact of this change in response to
assure that it is carried out and attains the desired results.
Day-to-Day Transcare Oversight
Apparently, there is no day-to-day City oversight mechanism in place related to
Transcare operations. Reportedly, issues are taken to the City Manager or other senior
City staff. Although contract-related matters would logically be handled at the City
Manager’s level, there seem to be many day-to-day EMS coordination and service
delivery issues that would more appropriately be handled by the Fire Department. As
with the Emergency Management function, EMS coordination and oversight should be
assigned to the Fire Chief and assigned staff.
Use of Per Diem Staff by Transcare
Reportedly, Transcare utilizes a substantial number of per diem staff members on
ambulance units assigned to New Rochelle. The Study Team was advised that many of
these per diem staff members are not physically fit to the extent that some may be
incapable of carrying patients. Although the assigned paramedics are generally very
good, the per diem staff who are typically the EMTs are not. Transcare should be
encouraged to provide more constant staff with fewer per diem personnel.
Private EMS Services Contracts
As outlined in the initial description of pre-hospital EMS earlier in this chapter, an
approach taken to the delivery of EMS in many municipalities involves the provision of
such services by one or more qualified private ambulance companies. With the private
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ambulance service approach, EMS services are delivered by a privately owned company
for a fee, on a for-profit basis. Typically, a local government, such as New Rochelle,
would most likely enter into a written agreement with the private ambulance company
identifying the level of services provided and cost of said services.
In the experience of the Study Team, the implementation of this optional approach to
EMS delivery requires the development of a comprehensive City-service provider
contract for service provision that should address the following, at a minimum:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Level of EMS to be provided, including performance standards to be met;
Provision of medical control;
Nature of accreditation to be maintained by the services provider;
Written policies and procedures to be maintained;
Professional appearance of services provider staffing;
Number of ambulance units to be maintained in services by hour of day;
Minimum level of qualifications of services provider staff;
Level of maintenance of providers vehicular apparatus;
Location of vehicular apparatus to be provided; and,
Services billing methodology and collection efforts.

Further, the private EMS provider should be required to provide the following:
•
•
•
•

Immediate stand-by coverage, as requested by the NRFD;
Stand-by services at training and exercises;
Stand-by services at city sports events; and,
Participate in appropriate state-wide mutual aid responses.

As a point of information, non-municipal EMS providers are relied upon to provide high
quality, pre-hospital EMS in many regions of the United States, reportedly including a
majority of such services in Massachusetts. Further, the Study Team has assessed a
number of major municipality emergency services serviced by non-municipal EMS
providers, including Hartford, CT; Portland, MA; Tacoma, WA; and the Phoenix, AZ,
region.
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Transcare Contract Upgrades Suggested
Considering the points in the previous Section and being aware of EMS delivery in New
Rochelle, the Study Team reviewed the City/Transcare 2013 contract and provides the
following suggestions for contract improvement:
1. Section 2., D. – Westchester County, 60 Control, should be recognized as acting
on behalf of the City relating to dispatching;
2. Section 4., Staffing – A majority of the staff should be full-time;
3. Section 6., Response Time – Specific response time performance measurements
and reporting requirements should be identified based on nationally recognized
guidelines and standards;
4. Section 7., Records and Reports – Response time records and reports providing
details and summaries (not averages) by unit and overall New Rochelle statistics
should be provided monthly, quarterly and annually;
5. Section 9., Indemnification, C., Public Liability and Medical Malpractice
Insurance - $3,000,000 Aggregate for the policy year is entirely too low since
multiple occurrences could easily exceed this Aggregate; and,
6. Add requirement for Transcare to provide a paramedic supervisor in a chase car to
be in the immediate vicinity of the City.
Is Current Ambulance Coverage Adequate?
There was discussion with the Study Team and reported complaints regarding excessive
mutual aid needed to service the City. It is not clear as to whether the additional cost to
the City of additional ambulance coverage is justified. Likewise, it appears that a cost
effective solution to this question of additional coverage could be attained by working
with Pelham to establish additional capabilities.
SUMMARY
With proper selection and contractual requirements in place, national experience
involving private ambulance services provision working in teamwork with municipal fire
services for first responder services is a proven EMS delivery model that should be
continued into the future by the City of New Rochelle. Overall, the EMS service delivery
in the City of New Rochelle appears to be adequate due to the quality of service provided
by the NRFD and Transcare and to the quality of the City’s hospitals.
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The placement of ambulance transport service in the NRFD should only be considered
when and if consistent problems arise with the delivery of service through a private
provider. Should that situation arise, the decision to return the transport business to
NRFD must be carefully examined, as it will be costly both in terms of capital outlay and
personnel costs and likely will not be overly successful in generating sufficient revenue
to offset the operating costs.
OPTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7-1

The City is encouraged to maintain the current public/private partnership with the
NRFD and Transcare in the delivery of quality EMS delivery in the City with the
other recommendations made in this Chapter.
7-2 The Fire Chief is encouraged to maintain and monitor the recently reduced
approach to the response of Fire Department units to EMS incidents limiting
responses to minor types of calls.
7-3 The NRFD, along with Transcare, the hospital and the City of New Rochelle,
should consider implementing a public access AED awareness program that is
designed to increase the number of public access AEDs throughout the
community.
7-4 The City should assign the duties and responsibilities of overseeing the day-to-day
delivery of EMS to the Fire Chief.
7-5 The City should encourage Transcare in the implementation of electronic patient
care reporting as used by many other EMS response agencies throughout the State
and the United States.
7-6 The City should take action to have the third Transcare ambulance located in the
downtown area due to the predominant location of EMS incidents in the City.
7-7 The City should encourage Transcare to limit the use of per diem staff.
7-8 The City should upgrade the Transcare contract as outlined in this Chapter.
7-9 The Fire Chief should complete a comprehensive cost analysis of EMS supply,
equipment, and maintenance funding needs so that proper operational funds can be
allotted to the delivery of EMS.
7-10 The Fire Chief must immediately develop and implement comprehensive written
policy and procedures and standard operating procedures for the delivery of EMS.
7-11 The City and the Fire Chief should develop and administer a customer service
survey that gathers information from customers of the service.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

FIRE AND RESCUE TRAINING
This chapter includes sections on training standards, regulations, programs, and
certifications at the national, state, county, and local level—including the process by
which training is conducted in the New Rochelle Fire Department (NRFD). [Note: EMS
Training was discussed in the Emergency Medical Services Chapter]
OVERVIEW OF FIRE SERVICES TRAINING
The main objectives of the fire service are to prevent injury and the loss of life and to
protect property and the environment. All emergency response personnel providing these
services must be fully qualified to safely and effectively perform a wide range of
practical skills. These responders must have a broad knowledge base that allows them to
adapt quickly to the many different scenarios faced by modern-day emergency
responders. Today’s fire department no longer just responds to fire calls; they are an allhazard response force and must be trained as such.
While on-the-job experiences are important for gaining knowledge, most knowledge and
skills must first be obtained through some type of training program. In today’s fire
department, effective training is the key to successful emergency operations and service
delivery effectiveness.
Training in the fire service over the past decade has undergone significant change
primarily because of the changing environment in which it exists. There have been
numerous changes in technology that have resulted in significant improvements in
equipment for emergency responder use. The fire, rescue, and emergency medical
situations that emergency responders encounter are often more complex in the post-9/11
era; emergency responders in all public safety agencies must now prepare for large-scale,
catastrophic events, in addition to the traditional fire and rescue incidents.
In the past decade, society has placed more emphasis on environmental concerns, which
also poses a challenge to emergency services and their approaches to fire and hazardous
situations. Personnel safety has become a primary concern, and technology has evolved
to provide firefighters and EMS staff with more effective protective clothing and
equipment. Fire services line-of-duty deaths are more closely analyzed than ever before
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and have resulted in new, safety-directed training standards and emergency scene
operating guidelines.
Nationally, the rate of firefighter injuries and fatalities remains a concern even with all
the advances in technology, thus the emphasis on firefighter safety and survival. Fire
departments across the United States have worked on refocusing some of their training
efforts to “saving their own” from life-threatening situations and on returning to the core
principles of firefighting. Fire service professionals realize that a fire department’s
commitment to training is an indicator of that department’s commitment to excellence—
because the two commitments go hand-in-hand.
Fire service personnel receive their training and education in many different ways and
from many different sources. Traditionally, fire service training falls into one of three
categories:
1. Training courses;
2. Company drills (in-service training); and,
3. Formal education classes.
Further, training courses normally address three areas of concern:
1. New or entry-level employee training;
2. Skills maintenance training (refreshers and recertification); and,
3. Career development training (promotion requirements).
Training courses are generally structured classes conducted by an individual who is
skilled and certified in the adult educational process. Training courses usually cover a
specific subject area, either in its entirety or in a sequential format (e.g., Firefighter I and
Firefighter II). Examples of subjects that are covered in training courses for fire personnel
include recruit firefighting; advanced firefighting courses; first responder and emergency
medical technician courses; pump operations; aerial ladder operations; rescue techniques;
hazardous materials; emergency vehicle driver training; company officer training; and
incident command courses.
The reinforcement and maintenance of critical job skills and the updating of new
information or practices usually occurs through in-service training or company drills.
These company drills are planned practice sessions, which are usually conducted by a
company officer covering a specific topic or practice of a manipulative skill. Examples of
in-service drills include the practice of hose layouts, ladder raises, and knot tying.
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An aggressive, well-planned company drill training program is very important to
department readiness. Because so much of a firefighter’s job requires the use of
manipulative skills, it is necessary to regularly reinforce those skills, ensuring that they
are performed effectively, efficiently, and safely each and every time that they are
needed.
Formal education courses are generally the responsibility of community colleges and
other institutions of higher learning. Formal education is traditionally focused at the
collegiate level and involves academic subject areas. These academic courses are
designed to assist fire service personnel in performing their jobs as well as providing
career development in preparation for promotion. Fire science and emergency medical
services degree programs are now available from the Associate to the Master’s Degree
levels; there are even a few universities in the United States that have bestowed Doctorate
degrees in related areas of study. The current trend in many career fire departments is to
require the successful completion of college-level course work as prerequisite training for
promotion.
Commission on Fire Accreditation International (CFAI)
The Commission on Fire Accreditation International (CFAI) emphasizes the role training
and education has in the operation of an efficient, safe, effective fire department.
Progressive fire departments use this criterion, and others, as a benchmark for
determining the best approach to meeting training and education goals. The CFAI
Training and Education Performance Indicators, as referenced by the Study Team, are
provided below:
Criterion 8A: Training and Education Program Requirements
Training and education program activities are identified to support the agency’s needs.
Performance Indicators
8A.1 The organization has a process in place to identify training needs. The process
identifies tasks, activities, knowledge, skills and abilities required to deal with
anticipated emergency conditions.
8A.2 The training program is consistent with the agency’s mission statement and meets
its organizational needs.
8A.3 The training program is consistent with legal requirements for performing
mandatory training.
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8A.4 The department has identified minimum levels of training required for all
positions in the organization.
8A.5 A command and staff development program is in place.
Criterion 8B: Training and Education Program Performance
Training and education programs are provided to support the agency’s needs.
Performance Indicators
8B.1 There is a process to ensure that personnel are appropriately trained.
8B.2 The organization provides both short and long range training schedules.
8B.3 The agency has identified the process for developing performance based
measurements.
8B.4 The organization provides for evaluation of individual, company or crew and
multi-company or crew performance through the use of performance based
measurements.
8B.5 There is a training record system that provides for analysis of training needs.
8B.6 The agency maintains individual/member training records.

Criterion 8C: Training and Education Resources
Training and education resources, printed and non-printed library materials, media equipment, facilities and staff are available in sufficient quantity, relevancy, diversity and
currentness to support the agency’s needs.
Performance Indicators
8C.1 Available training facilities and apparatus are provided to support the training
needs of the agency.
8C.2 Instructional personnel are available to meet the needs of the agency.
8C.3 Instructional materials are current, support the training program and are accessible.
8C.4 Apparatus and equipment utilized for training is properly maintained in
accordance with the agency's operational procedures and is readily accessible to
trainers and employees.
8C.5 There is current inventory of all training equipment and resources.
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Criterion 8D: Selection of Training Materials
Materials selected for the training program are based on agency needs.
Performance Indicators
8D.1 There is a process in place for the selection of training and educational resource
materials.
8D.2 Training materials are evaluated on a continuing basis, and reflect current
practices.
The Study Team considered the CFAI criteria during the Team’s review of New Rochelle
Fire Department’s training functions.
NATIONAL TRAINING STANDARDS AND PROGRAMS
Over the course of the last three decades, more demands have been placed on emergency
responders to increase their level of service, which means that the level of training has
increased as well. Movements began back in the early 1970s to provide structure and
organization to the fire services training process. Those efforts resulted in the
development of nationally recognized standards to serve as the basis for fire service
training programs.
National Professional Qualifications System
In 1972, the Joint Council of National Fire Service Organizations founded the National
Professional Qualifications System in an effort to help guide fire services toward training
professionalism through training accreditation and certification. Certification arose over a
concern that fire service training was becoming very unbalanced between various
jurisdictions, almost to the point of becoming inadequate in some instances. As a result, a
nine-member National Professional Qualifications Board (Pro Board) was established by
the Joint Council to direct the new accreditation and registry system.
In order to develop a system of nationalized training for firefighters, the Pro Board
requested that the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) delegate to its technical
committees, the development of clear standards for use in the certification process. As
these standards were developed, they were reviewed, edited, and updated by fire services
professionals throughout the United States.
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The new NFPA standards were adopted as the basis for the Pro Board certification
program. Today, NFPA professional qualifications training standards are the foundation
of most fire service training programs found in North America and are recognized as the
standards of practice in the fire/rescue training arena.
As this push to develop professionalism in the fire service continued, a National Board on
Fire Service Professional Qualifications was established in 1990 to accredit training
organizations and to certify individuals meeting the NFPA training standards. Today, the
National Board on Fire Service Professional Qualifications accredits New York State.
Fire departments with a commitment to the national certification process gain the respect,
reputation, and prestige associated with an organization dedicated to professionalism. It is
generally recognized in the fire service that departments that teach and certify their
personnel to the professional standards will become stronger entities, both in their
communities and among fellow departments.
National Fire Academy
In 1975, the National Fire Academy (NFA) was established in Emmitsburg, Maryland, as
part of the United States Fire Administration (USFA) for the purpose of developing and
delivering fire service training programs on a national basis. Much of the work done by
the NFA has been in the areas of executive officer development, fire department
operations planning, and organizational management. Through its courses and programs,
the NFA works to enhance the abilities of fire and emergency services and allied
professionals to deal more effectively with fire and related emergencies—both natural
and man-made.
The NFA’s delivery systems are diverse. Courses are delivered at its resident facility in
Emmitsburg and throughout the nation in cooperation with state and local fire training
organizations, colleges, and universities.
While NFA makes a generous effort to make training affordable by providing a travel
expense and lodging stipend to students attending resident NFA courses in Emmitsburg,
NRFD has not elected to participate in the National Fire Academy program.
Currently, the NFA has a four-year program for the development of senior fire officers.
The Executive Fire Officer (EFO) program consists of four, two-week resident programs:
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Executive Development, Leading Community Risk Reduction, Executive Analysis of
Fire Service Operations in Emergency Management, and Executive Leadership.
Following each course, the EFO candidate must submit an original research paper before
being allowed to take the next course. Upon completion of the four-year program, the
EFO student is awarded a certificate and is invited to attend an annual conference that
focuses on the latest trends in the fire services. Many career fire departments are moving
to require their top-level chief officer ranks hold or obtain an EFO certificate.
The NFA also offers courses at the college and university levels for staff and command
officers, technical specialists, and executive fire officers. To reach the fire services
population, the NFA has developed a train-the-trainer program to “hand off” its training
courses to state and local agencies.
STATE TRAINING PROGRAMS
Fire/rescue training programs in New York are available through the New York State
Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Services (DHSES). DHSES is involved
in the development and delivery of training programs for firefighters and fire officers on
a statewide basis.
Pursuant to General Municipal Law (GML) 209-w, career firefighters in fire departments
employing six or more career firefighters are required to attain the New York State
Firefighter certification within the timeframe established by the Minimum Standard
(section 426.5) and meet the annual in-service training requirements included within
section 426.7.
Pursuant to GML 209-x, career fire officers, upon promotion to a first line supervisory
position, are required to attend the First Line Supervisors Training Program (FLSTP)
conducted by the Fire Department of The City of New York (FDNY), which includes
completion of the requirements of the NYS Fire Officer I certification. All other
certifications are voluntary.
The New York Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Services recommends
minimum training standards based on firefighter tasks or positions to provide guidance
and promote best practices for firefighter training and education in the State of New
York, pursuant to section 709 (u) of the Executive Law.
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Medical Qualification
All firefighters should be medically qualified to perform the duties they are assigned, in
accordance with the requirements established by the Authority Having Jurisdiction
(AHJ). Periodic re-evaluation of this medical qualification should occur at intervals
established by the AHJ, consistent with those assigned duties. It is recommended that
such re-evaluation occur annually.
Minimum Annual In-Service Training
To comply with the requirements established for firefighters by the New York State
Department of Labor all firefighters are required to receive annual in-service training
consisting of, at a minimum, 8 hours in the following topic areas:
1. General hazard recognition:
30 minutes
2. Fire station safety:
30 minutes
3. Response safety:
45 minutes
4. Fire scene safety:
75 minutes
5. Protective clothing:
1 hour
6. SCBA:
2 hours*
7. Tool and equipment safety:
1 hour
8. Recent fire service developments 1 hour
* Training specific to SCBA should be consistent with the duties assigned.

To ensure that firefighters can operate safely and effectively, the Division of Homeland
Security and Emergency Services recommends that an AHJ establish in-service training
requirements for all firefighters, consistent with their assigned duties, which exceed these
minimums. NYCRR 426.7 mandates all career firefighters must receive a minimum of
101 hours of training annually.
To comply with the minimum requirements of OSHA 29 CFR 1910.156(c)(2),
firefighters assigned to interior structural firefighting duties should be provided with an
educational session or training at least quarterly.
It is recommended that an AHJ exceed this minimum and require that interior structural
firefighters participate in a drill or training session at least monthly.
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To comply with the requirements of OSHA 29 CFR 1910.1030, all firefighters should
complete initial and annual refresher training addressing bloodborne pathogens; other
infectious diseases to which they may be exposed; protective equipment and procedures
available for exposure prevention; and reporting requirements and procedures to
document any potential exposure.
To comply with the requirements of OSHA 29 CFR 1910.120(q)(8) all firefighters should
complete refresher training or demonstrate competency annually at the Hazardous
Materials First Responder Operations or higher level consistent with their level of
training and assigned duties.
Apparatus Operators
In addition to the recommended training specified for Exterior or Interior Firefighters
above, it is recommended that all firefighters assigned to operate fire apparatus or fire
department vehicles complete, at a minimum, training meeting or exceeding the
knowledge and skill requirements of NFPA 1002 Standard for Fire Apparatus
Driver/Operator Professional Qualifications, Chapter 4: General Requirements for each
type of apparatus or vehicle they are expected to operate, including:
• Performing the routine preventive maintenance, inspection and service of the
vehicle’s systems and components and the equipment, tools and appliances
mounted on or assigned to that vehicle and correcting any deficiencies noted;
• Documentation of the routine maintenance, inspection and service of the vehicle’s
systems and components and the equipment, tools and appliances mounted on or
assigned to that vehicle, any deficiencies noted during this process and any
corrective actions taken to address those deficiencies;
• Safe operation of the vehicle in compliance with applicable laws, regulations and
standards, during routine driving and emergency responses;
• Defensive driving practices;
• Safely maneuvering the vehicle around obstructions and in restricted spaces in
both forward and reverse;
• Safe backing procedures and the use of a spotter;
• Operational capabilities and limitations of the vehicle, its systems and components
and equipment, tools and appliances mounted on or assigned to that vehicle; and
• Operation of the tools, equipment and appliances mounted on or assigned to the
vehicle.
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The “Apparatus Operator: Emergency Vehicle Operations” course conducted by the NYS
Office of Fire Prevention and Control, in addition to local training specific to the
apparatus or vehicle(s) to be operated, meets the above requirements.
Fire Officers
It is recommended that to be capable of appointment or election to a Fire Officer position
a firefighter shall have completed, at a minimum, training meeting or exceeding:
• The knowledge and skill requirements of NFPA 1021 Standard for Fire Officer
Professional Qualifications, Chapter 4 Fire Officer I, Sections 4.2 through 4.7,
including:
• Safe and effective assignment and supervision of tasks or responsibilities to unit
members at emergency incidents, during training and under routine or non!
emergency conditions;
• Direction of members during training;
• Human resource management and administration, including employee assistance
program administration ;
• Administrative policies and procedures and records management, including
incident reports, budgets, and personnel records;
• Fire Inspection procedures and reports;
• Building construction and fire behavior;
• Scene security and evidence preservation;
• Developing and implementing an incident action plan;
• Post!incident analysis;
• Safety, including injury and accident prevention;
• Initial accident investigation; and
• Firefighter health and wellness.
Completion of the Fire Officer I (NFPA 1021 2009) course conducted by the New York
State Office of Fire Prevention and Control meets these training requirements.
• National Incident Management System (NIMS) I!200.
• Completion of this training meets the requirement established by OSHA 29 CFR
1910.156 (c)(1) that fire brigade leaders [i.e. fire officers] receive more
comprehensive training than the general membership of a fire brigade [i.e.
firefighters].
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Additional Fire Officer Training
Pre-requisite completion of the requirements of NFPA 1001 Firefighter II and NFPA
1041 Fire Instructor I is required for Fire Officer I certification pursuant to NFPA 1021
Standard for Fire Officer Professional Qualifications. It is recommended, where practical,
that fire officers comply with the NFPA 1021 Fire Officer I requirements in their entirety.
Completion of training meeting or exceeding the requirements of NFPA 1021 Standard
for Fire Officer Professional Qualifications, Chapter 5 Fire Officer II, should be
considered for Fire Officer positions and responsibilities beyond the company officer or
first line supervisory level.
Completion of the Fire Officer II, Fire Service Instructor I and Principles of Fire
Investigation courses conducted by the New York State Office of Fire Prevention and
Control meets the training requirements of that chapter.
Completion of training meeting or exceeding the requirements of NFPA 1021 Standard
for Fire Officer Professional Qualifications, Chapter 6 Fire Officer III, and the National
Incident Management (NIMS) I-300 course should be considered for the Chief of
Department, Assistant Chief, and Deputy Chief positions. Completion of the Fire Officer
III course conducted by the New York State Office of Fire Prevention and Control meets
the training requirements of NFPA 1021, Chapter 6.
Most of the DHSES’s programs are delivered on a regional basis at the request of local
fire departments. The following is a listing of the certification programs provided by the
New York DHSES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Code Compliance Technician
Firefighter Recruit I
Firefighter Recruit II
Firefighter
Firefighter In-Service
Fire Instructor I
Fire Instructor II
Fire Investigator I
Fire Investigator II
Fire Investigator In-Service
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fire Officer I
Fire Officer II
Hazardous Materials Operations
Hazardous Materials Technician
Hazardous Materials Specialist
Hazardous Materials Advanced Technician
Incident Safety Officer
Confined Space Rescue Technician
Dive Rescue Technician
Rope Rescue Technician
Structural Collapse Rescue Technician
Subterranean Rescue Technician
Surface Water Rescue Technician
Trench Rescue Technician
Wilderness Rescue Technician

Instructor Training
One of the most important components of any training program is instructor training and
certification. In New York, DHSES provides instructor training and certification. The
state offers training and certification at the Fire Service Instructor I and II levels
following the NFPA 1041, Fire Service Instructor Professional Qualifications standard.
DHSES requires that all of its instructors be certified in order to instruct in DHSES
programs.
The New York State level certification program is well organized and operates with
professionalism. The state is commended for its efforts in developing, implementing, and
operating such a quality program.
EMS Training
The New York State Department of Health, Bureau of Emergency Medical Services,
offers certifications at the following levels:
• Certified First Responder (CFR)
• Emergency Medical Technician-Basic (EMT-B)
• Advanced Emergency Medical Technician-Intermediate (AEMT-I)
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• Advanced Emergency Medical Technician-Critical Care (AEMT-CC)
• Advanced Emergency Medical Technician-Paramedic (AEMT-P)
The above emergency medical certification may only be taught by Course Sponsors
approved by the New York State Department of Health, Bureau of Emergency Medical
Services. The following Course Sponsors are approved in Westchester County, New
York:
• Westchester Regional EMS Council, Inc.
• Mohegan Volunteer Fire Association, Ambulance Corp
• City of Yonkers Fire Department
• SUNY EOC of Westchester
• Westchester Community College
• New Rochelle Fire Department
• Prehospital Training Center
• Irvington Volunteer Ambulance Corp
These programs are delivered using various facilities across the state, based upon the
demand for training. The Bureau of Emergency Medical Services has an excellent
reputation for coordinating and delivering EMS training and provider certification
services on a statewide basis. (For more information on EMS training see the EMS
Chapter of this report.)
NEW ROCHELLE FIRE DEPARTMENT TRAINING
“The Department’s training policy shall play a paramount role in providing a continuous
and progressive program which will enable all Fire Department personnel to provide the
highest possible level of professional service to the community.” (NRFD Rules and
Regulations, Chapter 17-Training, Section 17.1)
Based on interviews and documentation there appears to be a significant, positive attitude
toward training throughout the NRFD. Training impacts nearly every aspect of
emergency response operations. Without well-planned and executed training programs,
an emergency response organization will most likely struggle to be successful in its
endeavors, which may in turn impact the safety of its customers and service providers.
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The Study Team found the topic of training to be one of the key strengths of the
department. Training was repeatedly mentioned as a strength during the employee
interview sessions that the Team conducted. It is evident that the current Training
Officer is working hard to deliver a solid, core base of training for the department.
The employees noted that the NRFD has no dedicated training facility at which they can
practice any of their job-required skills, and that the lack of a training facility impacts
their ability to “get better at what they do.”
NRFD Training Officer
A Captain is assigned as the Training Officer for the NRFD. The Training Officer is
assigned an office at Fire Headquarters and works a traditional “day work” schedule. The
Training Officer has no support or administrative staff assigned to him.
EMS-related training, certification, and licensure activities are provided by two
operations Lieutenants as an ancillary duty under the oversight of the Captain of the
NRFD Office of Emergency Management (OEM).
The NRFD Training Officer typically has no formal interaction with the EMS training,
certification, and licensure activities of the Department. This arrangement routinely
causes a “stove-pipe” approach to the Department’s training effort.
The NRFD Training Officer is a New York certified Instructor II, Municipal Training
Officer (MTO) with full access to DHSES training records. The Training Officer reports
to the Support Services Deputy Chief.
The Study Team believes that the manner in which fire and EMS training is organized in
the NRFD needs some adjustment. The Training Officer reports to the Support Services
Deputy Chief. Depending upon the assigned task, the OEM Captain, currently providing
oversight to the EMS-related training, certification, and licensure activities, reports either
to the Support Services Deputy Chief or the Fire Chief.
The Study Team recommends that the current responsibilities of the Training Officer and
the OEM Captain and two ancillary Lieutenants be assigned to an existing Deputy Fire
Chief, as the proposed Department Training Officer, with both the fire training and OEM
captains being assigned under that chief officer. The two captains could then coordinate
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these duties under the Deputy Fire Chief. This arrangement would facilitate compliance
with NRFD Rules and Regulations Chapter 17, Training.
The proposed NRFD Training organization may be established as reflected in Figure 8.1.

Figure 8.1
PROPOSED NRFD TRAINING ORGANIZATION
Deputy Chief
Training

Fire Training
Officer-Captain

EMS Training
Officer-OEM
Captain
EMS Data Base
Manager

Company Officers

Lieutenant (2)
Ancillary

Training Records
The Study Team found the NRFD’s training documentation portion of the FireRMS
system to be efficient. Management reports may be generated at regular frequencies and
each member’s current skills maintenance training status may monitored.
As with many training data systems, serving multiple shifts assigned to multiple stations,
a certain level of inconsistency will exist. This inconsistency may be monitored with
effective oversight by the Training Officer.
Another observation is the uncertainty of categorizing and reporting, for example, “inservice building inspections” and “driver training” as a training topic or simply an
activity. Is every building inspection a training session for each participant? It is
understood that driver training is routinely conducted on Sundays. Does everyone on the
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vehicle get “credited” for driver training by simply riding in their assigned position or
just the driver?
Fire and EMS training certification data are maintained on a database at the DHSES and
Bureau of EMS. These data are accessible at the Department level.
Training Certifications
All NRFD personnel must possess a minimum of New York State DHSES Firefighter I;
Firefighter II; National Incident Management System 100, 200, & 700; and EMT-B
certifications. Additionally, personnel must successfully complete at least 101 hours of
training annually as mandated by DHSES.
NRFD officers possess New York DHSES Fire Officer I, Fire Instructor I, and Fire
Investigator In-Service certifications.
The City of New Rochelle requires annual training in Sexual Harassment Awareness, and
Code of Ethics with Work Place Violence training will commence next year.
The Study Team also believes that college-level coursework should be encouraged as a
requirement for all officer positions. College-level coursework is an important component to developing professionalism in today’s fire/rescue/EMS delivery organizations.
The International Society of Fire Service Instructors defines professional development as
“the planned, progressive life-long process of education, training, self-development and
experience.” Figure 8.2 outlines the higher education portion of the International
Association of Fire Chief’s National Professional Development Model:
Figure 8.2
NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT MODEL
Professional Level
Fire Chief-Executive- Fire Officer IV
Deputy Chief-Administrator-Fire Officer III
Captain-Manager-Fire Officer II
Lieutenant-Supervisor-Fire Officer I

Recommended Degree
Master’s Degree (Graduate)
Bachelor’s Degree (Undergraduate)
Associates Degree
45 Accredited Hours

Source: International Association of Fire Chiefs
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Firefighter Training
In a traditional fire department setting, firefighter training begins with the introduction of
new personnel to the basics of fire and rescue operations through the recruit training
process. Recruit training differs from state to state and from jurisdiction to jurisdiction
depending upon local standards and requirements. In most career fire/rescue systems, the
recruit training process depends on the size of the department and the proximity to a
formal training center.
New Rochelle firefighter candidates, possessing a high school diploma or equivalent and
being a minimum of 18 years of age, must successfully complete a written examination
and an agility test. The results of the examination and test are combined for individual
placement on an eligibility list for hiring.
After selection the recruit must successfully complete a one-year probationary period
including the achievement of DHSES minimum requirement for Firefighter. This
minimum training involves 229 hours of recruit fire training, 54 hours as a certified First
Responder and 160 hours as an Emergency Medical Technician–Basic. These
requirements were reference earlier in this chapter. In reality, these minimum hours
amount to 480 hours.
Company officers review each probationary firefighter’s progress on a monthly basis.
This progress is documented on the NRFD’s “Monthly Probationary Report” (see Figure
8.3).
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Figure 8.3
NRFD MONTHLY PROBATIONARY REPORT
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Command Officer Training
The Study Team believes that command officer development and skills maintenance is
another critical element of maintaining a professional, well trained, all-hazards command
staff.
Presidential Directive 5, issued in February 2003, requires all emergency response
agencies across the nation be trained in and implement the National Incident Management System (NIMS) in order to be eligible to receive federal funding for Homeland
Security initiatives.
Incident command training is critical to the success of incident management. If
emergency responders expect to have positive outcomes at the incidents to which they
respond, then those responders must be well-trained and well-versed in incident
command. Fire department incident command has grown well past the days of the fire
chief standing in the front yard of a burning home with nothing but his helmet on and his
portable radio in his hand. Today’s incidents can challenge even the most seasoned
incident commander; all incident commanders must be able to command and operate in
an era of mutual interoperability where many fire departments may be required to work
together on incidents.
Incident Management Training
Without training and certification in incident command, fire departments are exposing
their organizations to a high level of liability and the potential for disastrous outcomes. In
almost every firefighter line-of-duty death that has occurred on the fire ground over the
last 10 years in the United States, investigative findings have listed ineffective (or absent)
incident command and poor crew accountability as common contributing factors to those
deaths.
Data provided to the Study Team by the NRFD training officer confirm that the NRFD is
in compliance with NIMS training requirements. NRFD officers routinely complete at
least two classes annually at the Westchester County Fire Training Center.
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Skill Maintenance Training
Another important area of a fire department’s training program is the continued
maintenance of knowledge and skills. In-service training covers a wide area of topics
including basic firefighting skills, emergency medical care, emergency vehicle driving,
and federal government mandated hazardous materials refresher training.
Performance-Based Measurements
As referenced by CFAI, ongoing training should follow an identified plan based on
demonstrated training needs. Such a plan is best developed as a result of periodic
evaluation of the current skill levels of members.
Under a performance-based system, an evaluation of skill performance is conducted at
scheduled intervals to determine if the person being evaluated can perform the task in
accordance with pre-determined standards. Those skills that are preformed will require no
additional training. Those skills not performed well are practiced until the standard is
met.
This approach maximizes the time used for training. Further it ensures that personnel are
performing at an established level. Specialty skills can be evaluated in the same manner
with further training provided as needed. Ideally, the performance-based training
approach is used on an ongoing basis.
To institute a performance-based approach to training, all of the needed skills must be
documented to describe the standard of performance expected. This would include all
skills such as hose handling; apparatus operation; EMS procedures and protocols; use of
equipment; tools and appliances; forcible entry; ventilation; tactics; strategy; and others.
While NRFD maintains a comprehensive skills maintenance training program, it does not
formally provide for a performance-based measurement of individual skills. The initial
development of a performance-based measurement program may be daunting, but the
implementation will assess the individual competency of firefighters and focus their
training needs where required.
When developing a company drill training program, the Fire Suppression Rating
Schedule used by the Insurance Services Office (ISO) should be considered. The
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Schedule is actually a manual that is used by ISO to review the firefighting capabilities of
individual fire departments. One section of the Schedule reviews a fire department’s
training functions and assigns points (credits) based upon certain training items. The
following list from ISO provides examples of the training required for all fire department
personnel for which credit points are allotted:
1. Half-day drills (three hours), eight per year;
2. Half-day multiple company drills (three hours), four per year;
3. Night drills (three hours), two per year;
4. Company training at the fire station, 20 hours per member, per month;
5. Leadership/command training for all officers, two days per year;
6. Half-day sessions for driver and operator training, four per year;
With the exception of “Night Drills,” NRFD training exceeds the Insurance Service
Office review requirements.
“Company officers, through in-service training, shall be responsible for training all
members under their command. They shall ensure that all members meet minimum
training standards as provided for in New York Executive Law 159D, Part 426.7 and
Department Policy.” (NRFD Rules and Regulations Chapter 17-Training, Section 17.10.)
To this end, the training officer promulgates the Department’s in-service training
schedule (Training Bibliography) and transmits it to the NRFD company officers
annually. This schedule includes lesson plans for most topics and is designed to meet the
annual minimum 101 hours of training required by DHSES.
The 2013 Training Bibliography distributed by the NRFD Training Officer was provided
as follows:
“2013 NRFD
Training Bibliography
The enclosed list has been supplied for the use of Company Officers in the
preparation of their Monthly Drills. It is also for the use of all Station personnel
for study purposes. NRFD SOPs should be referred to in all cases where the
Officer is preparing training sessions. The Fire Service has an unlimited amount of
reference material to which one can refer, but all Members should be diligent in
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their selection and use only time-tested and reliable sources in the gathering of any
information. All training information should be entered in FireRMS daily.
Month, Topic, Source Publication
January
First Aid & CPR - 5 hours BLS Protocol Review
EMS Equipment Review
February
Personal Safety & Protective Delmar FF’s Handbook- Chapter 5, 6, 7, and 23
Equipment/I SCBA - 13 hours NRFD SOP's
Communications - 2 hours Delmar FF’s Handbook- Chapter 3
March
Ropes & Knots - 3 hours Delmar FF’s Handbook- Chapter 15
Tools & Equipment - 9 hours Engine, Ladder and Rescue Review
April
Forcible Entry - 2 hours Delmar FF’s Handbook- Chapter 17
Ventilation - 3 hours Delmar FF’s Handbook- Chapter 18
Salvage & Overhaul - 6 hours Delmar FF’s Handbook- Chapter 20
May
Rescue - 6 hours Delmar FF’s Handbook- Chapter 16
June
Fire Pumps - 2 hours
Fire Streams & Hydraulics - 5 hours Delmar FF’s Handbook- Chapter 9 and 11
Hose Practices - 3 hours Delmar FF’s Handbook- Chapter 10
July
Aerial Ladders & Delmar FF’s Handbook- Chapter 14
Elevated Devices - 6 hours Manual specific to Apparatus
Health And Wellness 1 hour Delmar FF’s Handbook- Chapter 23
August
Ground Ladders - 6 hours Delmar FF’s Handbook- Chapter 14
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September
Natural Cover Fire Fighting - 2 hours Delmar FF’s Handbook- Chapter 19
Arson―Cause & Origin Investigation 2 hrs. Delmar FF’s Handbook- Chapter 20
Principles of Fire Investigation Suppression Systems 2 hours Delmar FF’s
Handbook- Chapter 12
October
Fire Prevention - 6 hours Delmar FF’s Handbook- Chapter 4 and 13
NRFD (NFV-CAT) & procedures
Delmar FF’s Handbook- Chapter 21
November
Haz-Mat & Radiation - 5 hours Delmar FF’s Handbook- Chapter 24 and 25
Delmar FF’s Handbook- Chapter 26 and 27
Delmar FF’s Handbook- Chapter 28
December
FD Organization and Protection - 2 hours Delmar FF’s Handbook- Chapter 2
Fire Behavior - 3 hours Delmar FF’s Handbook- Chapter 4
Fire Extinguishers- 2 hours Delmar FF’s Handbook- Chapter 8
Saturdays
Apparatus Maintenance 2 hours per week A3’s
Sundays
Apparatus Driver Training 2 hours per week
Captain
Training Officer”
Company Officers input their in-service training hour through the FireRMS database.
Figure 8.4 documents the in-service training hours accomplished by members of the
NRFD. Based on a review of this database, it appears all members achieved their
minimum required 101 hours.
Figure 8.4
NRFD TRAINING CLASS HOURS, 2011 – 2013 (6/30)
Calendar Year
Class Hours
Hours Attended
Completed
2011
22,303.93
26,225.21
11,132
2012
23,375.75
56,640.57
12,277
2013 (6/30/13)
13,707.93
21,703.37
8,128
Source: NRFD Training Officer
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Interoperability Training
In terms of mutual aid interoperability training, with the exception of the Westchester
Special Operations Task Force, the Study Team found little evidence of regional or
mutual-aid training or immediate plans to implement such training.
The Study Team believes that multi-company and mutual aid training events are
important to the development of teamwork, safe operations, and to reinforce the concept
of fire ground discipline at the company level. It appears that NRFD routinely
accomplishes a minimum eight multi-company training sessions per year with NRFD fire
companies.
The Study Team suggests, however, that NRFD revise its company-level, in-service
training programs so that the program:
1. Ensures that meaningful, mutual aid training programs (SV) are held at least six
times a year and that these drills focus on the various emergency response
activities that require multiple units to work together in order to mitigate an
incident.
2. Ensures that these drills also include the use of mutual aid agencies from the
surrounding City of New Rochelle area.
3. Addresses the training goals and objectives of the NRFD and its individual
companies.
Driver Operator Training
Of all the services provided by a fire/rescue department, two of the positions that provide
a great exposure to liability are (1) the provider of emergency medical care and (2) the
driver/operator of an emergency vehicle. In both cases, training needs to be extensive,
well documented, and recertified on a regular schedule.
DHSES recommends that all firefighters assigned to operate fire apparatus or fire
department vehicles complete, at a minimum, training meeting or exceeding the
knowledge and skill requirements of NFPA 1002 Standard for Fire Apparatus
Driver/Operator Professional Qualifications, Chapter 4: General Requirements, for each
type of apparatus or vehicle they are expected to operate as outlined earlier in this
Chapter.
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The NRFD emergency vehicle driver/operator “check-out” process is an informal
program handled at the station level of the Department. Company Officers supervise
individuals while they drive and operate various response vehicles as part of the Sunday
driver training schedule. At some point in the process, the Company Officer determines
that an individual is qualified.
This “check-out” process is not based on a lesson plan and is as consistent and subjective
as the number of Company Officers. It is a product of “that’s the way we’ve always done
it.” The operation of a 20 to 30 ton aerial and pumping response apparatus involves
significant knowledge, skills, and abilities. NRFD should develop and implement a
formal Departmental driver/operator training “check-out” program resulting in a qualified
driver’s list for each of the Department’s apparatus/vehicles.
While not required, “all but a few” members of NRFD completed an Emergency Vehicle
Operator’s Course (EVOC) training during March 2013.
Training Facilities
The City of New Rochelle does not own or operate a fire rescue training facility.
However, classrooms are available for didactic training at Fire Station One and at Fire
Headquarters.
Prior to the mid-1980s the City of New Rochelle owned and operated a six-story, brick
drill tower, car fire/extrication pad, and a burn building on the property currently
occupied by Home Depot and Costco. This tower was demolished as part of this
community development project. An alternative facility has not been provided to
accomplish needed practical skills evolutions.
There are no provisions for facilities to conduct practical skills work, such as hose line or
ground ladder deployment, aerial ladder positioning and placement, or significant water
flow within the City. Using public and private parking lots and structures presents
obvious challenges.
The Training Officer has to locate vacant or abandoned structures, when available,
throughout the City in order for personnel to have a place to practice their firefighting
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and rescue skills. These acquired structures must then be inspected for razing permits and
“compliance” with NFPA Standard 1403, Standard on Live Fire Training Evolutions.
Company officers must also find locations within their local response districts to conduct
practical skill drills and maintain acceptable response times.
Another challenge is providing live-fire training. Currently, live-fire training may be
accomplished at the Westchester, White Plains, or Scarsdale training facilities, although
the Study Teams believes live-fire training at Scarsdale may have been discontinued.
Conducting live-fire and other training at these facilities creates a significant response
coverage, “back-fill,” overtime compensation, and logistics situation.
The problems and challenges associated with not having a dedicated fire rescue training
facility in the City are easily identified; the solutions are not. The solutions range from
“doing nothing” to erecting a complete fire rescue training facility in the City.
The “do nothing” option demands consideration of the potential progressive reduction in
operational competency in comparison to overtime funding for sending off-duty
firefighters or “back-filling” on-duty firefighters to “outlying” facilities. The “erecting a
complete fire rescue training facility” option demands significant planning and funding.
The answer lies in the gathering of New Rochelle policy makers to review these and
other options to make a formal determination regarding the need for a dedicated fire and
rescue training facility within or near the City. Other considerations may be the inclusion
of other public safety entities such as police, emergency management, and/or the
possibility of building a revenue producing or financially self-sustaining facility.
SUMMARY
The main objective of the fire service is to prevent injury and loss of life and to protect
property and the environment. Training is a key element to successful emergency scene
operations and organizational effectiveness. Training in the fire, rescue, and EMS
disciplines is also a career-long investment, starting with recruit and basic training
programs and progressing to more sophisticated advanced training and participation in
higher educational opportunities. Between formal training programs and educational
courses there must be ongoing reinforcement of knowledge and hands-on skills provided
to all ranks.
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With little exception the New Rochelle Fire Department provides an exceptional training
program for its members. The State of New York fire and EMS training mandates
provide an excellent baseline for the Department to build upon in meeting its goals and
objectives. As described earlier in this chapter the NRFD has room for improvement in
its driver/operator, performance measurement, and night training programs.
The findings of the Study Team, based on observations, data collection, interviews, and
best practices, were compared to applicable training and education related CFAI
Accreditation Criteria. The “Summary of NRFD Compliance with the CFAI
Accreditation Criteria” in Figure 8.5 provides the level of compliance of the NRFD with
those Criteria.

Figure 8.5
SUMMARY OF NRFD COMPLIANCE WITH THE
CFAI ACCREDITATION CRITERIA
Training and Education Program Requirements
Training and education program activities are identified to support the agency’s needs.

Performance Indicators
The organization has a process in place
to identify training needs. The process
identifies tasks, activities, knowledge,
skills and abilities required to deal with
anticipated emergency conditions.
The training program is consistent with
the agency’s mission statement and
meets its organizational needs.
The training program is consistent with
legal requirements for performing
mandatory training.
The Department has identified
minimum levels of training required for
all positions in the organization.
A command and staff development
program is in place.

* NRFD Interface

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
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Training and Education Program Performance
Training and education programs are provided to support the agency's needs.
Performance Indicators
* NRFD Interface
There is a process to ensure that
Yes
personnel are appropriately trained.
The organization provides both shortYes
and long-range training schedules.
The agency has identified the process
for developing performance-based
No
measurements.
The organization provides for
evaluation of individual, company or
crew and multi-company or crew
No
performance through the use of
performance-based measurements.
There is a training record system that
Yes
provides for analysis of training needs.
The agency maintains
Yes
individual/member training records.
Training and Education Resources
Training and education resources, printed and non-printed library materials, media
equipment, facilities and staff are available in sufficient quantity, relevancy,
diversity and currentness to support the agency’s needs.
Performance Indicators
* NRFD Interface
Available training facilities and
Inadequate
apparatus are provided to support the
training needs of the agency.
Instructional personnel are available to
Yes
meet the needs of the agency.
Instructional materials are current,
support the training program and are
Yes
accessible.
Apparatus and equipment utilized for
training is properly maintained in
accordance with the agency’s
Yes
operational procedures and is readily
accessible to trainers and employees.
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There is current inventory of all training
Yes
equipment and resources.
Selection of Training Materials
Materials selected for the training program are based on agency needs.
There is a process in place for the
selection of training and educational
Yes
resource materials.
Training materials are evaluated on a
continuing basis, and reflect current
Yes
practices.
OPTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
8-1

The Fire Chief should review the process by which all company-level training data
are recorded, stored, and retrieved and implement the changes needed to insure
consistent, accurate reporting.

8-2

The Fire Chief should develop and implement an emergency vehicle driver
training program and policy that is NFPA 1002 compliant and includes separate
training and certification packages for each type of apparatus (pumper, ladder,
etc.)

8-3

The Fire Chief should consider having senior officers participate in the National
Fire Academy resident training programs in Emmitsburg, MD.

8-4

The Fire Chief should assign the current fire and EMS training responsibilities of
the Training Officer and the OEM Captain to a proposed training Deputy Chief as
ancillary duty. Ongoing fire and EMS training duties would be delegated to the
training and OEM Captains.

8-5

The Fire Chief should encourage college-level course work as a requirement for
all officer positions commensurate with the International Association of Fire
Chiefs’ National Professional Development Model.

8-6

The Fire Chief should consider implementing a performance-based training
system to regularly evaluate the skills competency of all firefighters.
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8-7

The Fire Chief should revise the NRFD in-service training schedule to include
“night” drills.

8-8

The Fire Chief should revise the NRFD in-service training schedule so that the
program insures that meaningful, mutual aid training, which includes agencies
from the area surrounding the City of New Rochelle, is held at least six times a
year and that these drills focus on the various emergency response activities that
require multiple units to work together in order to mitigate an incident.

8-9

The Fire Chief should initiate the gathering of New Rochelle policy makers to
make a formal determination regarding the need for a dedicated fire and rescue
training facility within or near the City.
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CHAPTER NINE

HEALTH AND SAFETY
This chapter includes national safety and wellness standards for emergency responders
and describes how the New Rochelle Fire Department (NRFD) measures up to those
standards.
OVERVIEW
Over the last decade, there has been increased focus on the safety and health of
emergency responders, especially those who are engaged in the delivery of fire and EMS.
Several factors have contributed to this increased safety focus, including:
• An increase in the personal concerns of firefighters and medical responders for
their own health and well-being;
• An increase in the costs associated with occupational illnesses and injuries;
• A better understanding of the impact that poor physical fitness has on a firefighter’s ability to perform his or her job; and,
• An increase in the regulation of occupational health.
Much of the emphasis on firefighter safety and health seems to come from career fire
departments or fire departments with paid staffing; primarily from those states where
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) standards apply to municipal
workers.
Research has shown repeatedly that the physical and mental demands associated with
firefighting and emergency medical care operations, coupled with the environmental
dangers of extreme heat, humidity, and cold, create conditions that can have an adverse
impact on the safety and health of the individual firefighter or medical responder.
Throughout the course of their work, emergency responders come in contact with many
health hazards (e.g., blood borne pathogens and hazardous materials). In addition,
firefighting has been recognized for many years as one of the most hazardous
occupations in the nation due to its number of occupational-related deaths and injuries.
Several years ago, a United States Fire Administration (USFA) report stated,
“Firefighting is extremely strenuous physical work and is likely one of the most
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physically demanding activities that the human body performs.” It is important for all
communities that provide fire protection services to remember that the best way to help
their citizens in time of crisis is to have an emergency response force physically ready
and capable of assisting those in need. This, of course, must be accomplished without the
emergency responders themselves falling victim.
Over the last ten years, there have been more than 300,000 fire-scene related injuries, and
more than 1,000 firefighters have lost their lives in the line of duty in the United States.
Commission on Fire Accreditation International (CFAI)
The Commission on Fire Accreditation International (CFAI) emphasizes the importance
of risk management and personnel safety in modern day fire department operations.
Progressive fire departments use this criterion, and others, as a benchmark for
determining the best and safest service possible. The CFAI Risk Management and
Personnel Safety Criterion Performance Indicators, as referenced by the Study Team, are
provided below:
Criterion 7F: Risk Management and Personnel Safety
There is a risk management program designed to protect the organization and personnel
from unnecessary injuries or losses from accidents or liability.
Performance Indicators:
1. There is a specific person or persons responsible for implementing the Risk
Management program.
2. There is a system for identifying and evaluating workplace hazards.
3. There are methods and procedures for correcting unsafe or unhealthy conditions
and work practices once they have been identified, and a record system kept of
steps taken to implement risk reduction through corrections.
4. There is an occupational health and safety training program designed to instruct
the work force in general safe work practices, from point of initial employment to
each job assignment and/or whenever there are: new substances, new processes,
procedures or equipment. It should provide specific instructions with respect for
operations and hazards relative to the agency.
5. There is a system for communicating with employees on occupational health and
safety matters, including provisions designed to encourage employees to inform
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the agency of hazards, and to minimize occupational exposure to communicable
diseases or chemicals.
6. There is a management information system in place to investigate and document
accidents, loss time injures, legal actions and any other relevant risk management
and health and safety related data.
The Study Team considered the CFAI criteria as the health and safety functions of the
NRFD were assessed.
NATIONAL FALLEN FIREFIGHTER SAFETY INITIATIVES
In 2005, the National Fallen Firefighters Foundation (NFFF), in conjunction with other
United States fire service organizations, released a program known as the “16 Firefighter
Life Safety Initiatives.” The goal of the program is to develop a “blueprint for change”
for the fire service. This national program is often referred to as the “Everyone Goes
Home Program,” and it aims to reduce the number of firefighter line-of-duty fatalities.
With the number of firefighter line-of-duty deaths still a major concern, fire service
leaders and organizations are convinced that dedicated, aggressive measures are needed if
departments are to be serious about increasing firefighter safety.
The NFFF’s “16 Firefighter Life Safety Initiatives” are as follows:
1. Define and advocate the need for a cultural change within the fire service relating to
safety, incorporating leadership, management, supervision, accountability and
personal responsibility.
2. Enhance the personal and organizational accountability for health and safety
throughout the fire service.
3. Focus greater attention on the integration of risk management with incident
management at all levels, including strategic, tactical, and planning responsibilities.
4. All firefighters must be empowered to stop unsafe practices.
5. Develop and implement national standards for training, qualifications, and
certification (including regular recertification) that are equally applicable to all
firefighters, based on the duties they are expected to perform.
6. Develop and implement national medical and physical fitness standards that are
equally applicable to all firefighters, based on the duties they are expected to
perform.
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7. Create a national research agenda and data collection system that relates to the
initiatives.
8. Utilize available technology wherever it can produce higher levels of health and
safety.
9. Thoroughly investigate all firefighter fatalities, injuries, and near misses.
10. Grant programs should support the implementation of safe practices and/or mandate
safe practices as an eligibility requirement.
11. National standards for emergency response policies and procedures should be
developed and championed.
12. National protocols for response to violent incidents should be developed and
championed.
13. Firefighters and their families must have access to counseling and psychological
support.
14. Public education must receive more resources and be championed as a critical fire
and life safety program.
15. Advocacy must be strengthened for the enforcement of codes and the installation of
home fire sprinklers.
16. Safety must be a primary consideration in the design of apparatus and equipment.
The initiatives are seen by national fire service organizations such as the International
Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC) and the International Association of Fire Fighters
(IAFF) as key elements in a plan to reduce firefighter injuries and deaths. All fire
departments, and the municipalities that support those fire departments, are urged to
discuss the NFFF initiatives and develop a plan by which they can address how their
organization can improve the safety of all personnel.
According to the National Fire Protection Association’s (NFPA) report, Firefighter
Fatalities in the United States—2011, half of the firefighter deaths occurring in 2011
resulted from overexertion, stress, and related medical issues. “Of the 32 deaths in this
category, 31 were classified as sudden cardiac deaths (usually heart attacks) and one was
due to a stroke.”
With the leading cause of firefighter deaths consistently being related to health and
fitness, it is clear to see why organizations such as the IAFF and the IAFC have taken a
strong stance on the importance of health and wellness programs for all firefighters.
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Today, fire service leaders are seeing the importance of a healthy and fit workforce and
are striving to implement health and wellness programs in their departments.
NATIONAL STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS
OSHA Regulations
Traditionally, safety and health regulations, whether federal, state, or local, are most
often enacted due to an event or series of events that have caused death or harm to
employees. For example, perhaps several workers unfortunately die while working in an
underground storage tank (confined space). An investigation reveals that the workers had
little training, poor safety equipment, and no plan for rescue. From that event and a series
of other similar events nationwide, a federal regulation might be enacted that addresses
working in and around confined spaces. In fact, 29 CFR 1910.146 Permit-Required
Confined Spaces is an OSHA regulation (standard) that was enacted using that type of
scenario.
There are numerous OSHA standards that affect private industry across the nation.
Industry often protests that these standards cost millions of dollars in training and
equipment just to be in compliance; however, the safety professionals realize that
compliance with the standards improves worker health and safety, and a healthy and safe
workforce is a more productive workforce.
One problem with OSHA standards is that they do not apply to state or local government
employees unless a particular state has enacted its own plan that incorporates the federal
standards. Fortunately, New York operates a public-sector-only occupational safety and
health program under a plan approved by the U.S. Department of Labor. This program
provides safety and health protections to state and local government employees within the
state. Private sector workers in New York are covered by Federal OSHA.
In relation to fire department operations, several OSHA regulations have implications:
29 CFR 1910.95 Occupational Noise Exposure; 29 CFR 1910.120 Hazardous Waste
Operations and Emergency Response; 29 CFR 1910.134 Respiratory Protection; 29 CFR
1910.146 Permit-Required Confined Spaces; and 29 CFR 1910.1200 Hazard
Communication.
In terms of fire department safety and health, many of the OSHA regulations have been
adopted into the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) standards—especially
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NFPA 1500 Standard on Fire Department Occupational Safety and Health Program,
2013 Edition. For those municipal fire departments in the non-OSHA states, NFPA 1500
has proven to be a very effective tool when it comes to worker health and safety.
National Standards
A “standard” is often thought of as an “accepted practice” that has been developed and
recognized by a board of peers in a certain type of industry (industry standards). For
example, the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) has a standard that addresses
Automotive Lubricating Greases (J310). While certainly not a regulation, the SAE
standard is recognized as an industry standard or “best practice” and should be followed
by all parties interested in compliance with industry standards. From a customer service
perspective, a reputable automotive service facility would only use SAE-approved
lubricants when servicing the customer’s vehicle because that is what the customer would
expect.
For the fire service, the industry standards are the NFPA standards, which are known as
consensus standards and are recognized by fire service professionals worldwide as the
“best practices” for fire service related issues. Although none of the NFPA standards are
regulatory in nature, they carry much of the same weight as a regulation when civil
litigation is involved. Because the NFPA standards are recognized by fire service peers as
industry practices, non-compliance with NFPA standards is often considered a “bad”
business practice that can expose a fire department to liability issues. When fiscally
possible, it is important for all fire departments to either comply with the NFPA standards
or at a minimum be in the compliance planning and development process.

COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS
New Rochelle Fire Department has experienced six line-of-duty deaths (LODD) during
its 152 years of dedicated and proud service. A line-of-duty death for any public safety
agency is often a sentinel event that impacts operational procedures and department
policy. Given the City’s complexity in terms of hazards and densities, the Study Team
finds it important for the NRFD to focus on the safety and health of its emergency
response force.
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NFPA 1500
Perhaps the most well-known fire service safety standard is NFPA 1500 Standard on Fire
Department Occupational Safety and Health Program, 2013 Edition. First issued in
1987, NFPA 1500 was the first national fire service standard to ever address a comprehensive approach to fire department safety and health programs. The 2013 edition is
the most current edition of the standard. The standard has been revised six times since
1987 and is due to be revised again in 2018.
Even though NFPA 1500 is a voluntary consensus standard, it is the accepted industry
practice for the fire service and has, in many instances, been used as an enforcing
document when applying safety practices to traditional fire department operations. Senior
fire officials throughout the United States have used NFPA 1500 to improve the safe
operation of their fire departments and to justify to state and local authorities the
improvements needed in order to meet the standard.
The Study Team finds the NRFD in marginal compliance with NFPA 1500 and work is
needed to improve all safety programs within the NRFD. The following is a review of
each chapter of NFPA 1500 in relation to the NRFD’s operations.
Fire Department Administration
The NFPA 1500 standard requires various written documents in the forms of policies,
procedures, and programs. The purpose of the written documents is to clearly define and
communicate all of the department’s safety programs to its personnel. By having
established procedures and following those procedures, a fire department is more likely
to take a safer approach in all of its operational areas. The standard identifies items such as:
1. Having written policies and standard operating procedures that document the
requirements and operations of the department for both the emergency and nonemergency settings.
2. Having a written risk management plan that addresses all facets of the fire
department’s operations from scene safety to injury reporting to facility inspections.
3. Having a written occupational safety and health program that identifies specific
goals and objectives for the prevention and elimination of accidents and
occupational injuries, exposure to communicable disease, illnesses, and fatalities.
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4. Ensuring that the department establishes and enforces rules, regulations, and
standard operating procedures throughout the department.
5. Developing and implementing an accident investigation program that investigates
all accidents, injuries, fatalities, illnesses and exposures as well as the investigation
of all accidents involving fire department vehicles, equipment, and facilities.
6. Forming an Occupational Health and Safety Committee for the purpose of conducting research, developing recommendations, and reviewing matters related to
occupational safety and health within the department.
7. Having a recordkeeping system that requires the fire department to maintain a
database on all accidents, injuries, illnesses, exposures, and deaths that are jobrelated; this recordkeeping requirement also includes comprehensive health records
(confidential), training records, and vehicle and equipment maintenance records.
8. Appointing a health and safety officer to the fire department in compliance with
NFPA 1521 Standard for Fire Department Safety Officer. The responsibilities of
the health and safety officer are many and they all relate to the communication and
management of the department’s risk management plan.
9. Having the health and safety officer ensures that all members of the department
receive safety-related training for all aspects of their assigned duties and
responsibilities; ensure that all accident and injury investigations are completed;
ensure that safety supervision is provided at all training exercises and that all live
fire training events are done in compliance with NFPA 1403 Standard on Live Fire
Training Evolutions; and ensure that health and safety training programs and
information are provided to the members of the department.
10. Having the department’s health and safety officer be responsible for managing an
accident and injury prevention program, which includes items such as the
evaluation of safe work practices in both the emergent and non-emergent settings;
the training and certification of all fire department apparatus drivers and operators
(NFPA 1002 Standard for Fire Apparatus Driver/Operator Professional Qualifications); the implementation of an accident and injury reporting system that
accurately reflects causes and corrective actions; and the conducting of periodic
facility inspections to ensure that workplaces are hazard-free for the employees.
11. Having the department’s health and safety officer be responsible for ensuring that
injury and accident data is gathered in a correct and useful manner, and responsible
for issuing an annual report to fire department senior staff on the accidents, injuries,
and exposures that occurred in the department.
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The Fire Chief has designated a Lieutenant as the Department’s Safety Officer. In
addition to the Safety Officer duties and responsibilities his ancillary duties include:
• Supervision of Department hose testing
• Supervision of SCBA fit testing
• Supervision of SCBA tank hydrostatic testing
• Supervision of protective clothing cleaning
• Maintenance of protective clothing inventory
• Response to “working” incidents while on-duty
The Study Team believes that the role of the fire department health and safety officer is
as important as the role of the fire department training officer and as the role of a fire
prevention manager [Fire Marshal]: both serve critical functions of being the point of
contact and manager for their areas of responsibility.
Due to the importance of safety and wellness of the Department’s employees the
responsibility and oversight for this program should be elevated to the level of Deputy
Chief with the Safety Officer (Lieutenant) as a direct report.
The incumbent Safety Officer is relatively new at this assignment. Historically, the
NRFD Safety Officer has been response and operations oriented with significant ancillary
responsibilities in lieu of required administrative, health, and safety responsibilities.
The responsibility for managing health and safety programs and addressing safety matters
outlined in NFPA 1500 and NFPA 1521 Standard for Fire Department Safety Officer,
2013 Edition often go unassigned. The Study Team recommends that the NRFD review
and update the duties and responsibilities of the current Safety Officer assignment to be
more oriented and focused on mandated health and safety responsibilities.
Two representatives from the City of New Rochelle and two representatives from the
Uniformed Fire Fighters Association Local 273 (I.A.F.F.) comprise a “Health and Safety
Committee” as required by the collective bargaining agreement between the City and the
Local. This committee can be an important component in a fire department’s
comprehensive management of all health and safety related matters. The contract requires
quarterly meetings or at special call of any two committee members.
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While there are a number of NRFD policies and procedures relating to health and safety
(see Figure 9.1), the documents are generally limited in scope and breadth and, in most
cases, dated. A number of the documents have a status of “current” that are dated more
than 20 years ago. A large percentage of the documents have a status of “needed” or
“needs rewrite.” Many are missing in comparison to NFPA Standard 1500 and “best
practices.”
Figure 9.1
NRFD STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES
RELATING TO SAFETY AND HEALTH
Chapter Eight; Safety & Health
Issued/ Written
Status
Article 8.01 – Driver Safety
6/29/90
Needs Rewrite
Article 8.02 - Apparatus Accidents
1/30/95
Needs Rewrite
Article 8.03 - Personal Protective Equipment
11/16/87
Needed
Article 8.04 - Safety Officer (Also see ICS Art. 5.02) 4/6/93-5/1/98
Partial
Article 8.05 - Riding Positions
7/22/86
Needed
Article 8.06 - Noise
7/27/94
Needed
Article 8.07 - Scene Security
Needed
Article 8.08 - Safety Equipment
Needed
Article 8.09 - Control of Hazardous Energy
Needed
Article 8.10 - Fall Protection
Current
Article 8.11 - Rehabilitation
Current
Article 8.12 - Occupational Injury Service
1/6/97
Current
Article 8.13 - Accident Reports
6/6/94
Current
Article 8.14 - No Smoking
2/4/93
Current
Article 8.15 - Critical Incident Stress
Needed
Article 8.16 - Bailout
1/10/12
Current
Source: NRFD SOP Manual

In addition, the Study Team learned through its interviews that written policies and
procedures are not enforced consistently throughout the department, especially on a shiftto-shift basis. This can be problematic when addressing safety and health matters.
The NRFD does not have a formal risk management plan commensurate with NFPA
1500. Such a plan is important in establishing the overall safety and health goals for the
department and the processes by which the department will achieve those goals. The
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NRFD should consider using the results of the Study Team’s work as a basis for
development of a risk management plan.
Other than an ancillary liaison with the City, the NRFD does not have a written
occupational safety and health policy or an occupational safety and health program. As
noted previously, the NRFD does have a number of policies and procedures that address
certain health and safety matters. However, these policies or procedures fall somewhat
short of taking a strong, comprehensive safety and health approach to the issue. The
Study Team recommends that the NRFD develop a written safety and health policy and
implement an organized and effective safety and health program.
During 2011, NRFD reported three Department vehicle collisions to the City of New
Rochelle Accident Review Board: one was preventable and two were non-preventable
with an expense to the City of $250, not including any resulting increase in insurance
premiums, if any (see Figure 9.2).
During 2012, there were five collisions reported. Four were considered non-preventable
and one was undetermined with an expense to the City of $1,103.99. No collisions have
been reported as of July 10, 2013.

Figure 9.2
REPORTED NRFD APPARATUS COLLISIONS (2011 THROUGH 07/2013)
Accidents
Preventable
Non Preventable
Undetermined
Total
Expense To City

2011
1
2
0
3
$250.00

2012
0
4
1
5
$1,103.99

*2013
0
0
0
0
0

Source: City of New Rochelle Accident Review Board
*Through 7/10/13

The NRFD is not in compliance with the accident and injury investigation requirements
of NFPA 1500. While the NRFD has a written policy on vehicle accident reporting
(Article 8.02, Apparatus Accidents), the 1995 policy is limited in scope and in need of
revision. There is no formal policy on the investigation of apparatus accidents. It is also
unclear how collision investigation is handled other than reporting the collision to the
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police department, the Deputy Chief, and the City Accident Review Board. There is also
no policy concerning disciplinary or remedial training action for at-fault or preventable
collisions involving NRFD apparatus/vehicles.
The current tracking of employee injuries, medical claims, and lost work time is another
example of the need for an injury and collision investigation program commensurate with
NFPA 1500 is needed.
Based upon data provided to the Study Team (see Figures 9.3 and 9.4), there were 29
reports of injury and 802 work days lost in 2011; 25 reports of injury and 563 work days
lost in 2012; and 10 reports of injury with 9 work days lost through July of 2013.
These injuries resulted in 33 medical claims for $168,860 in 2011; 26 medical claims for
$86,124 during 2012; and 15 medical claims for $15,859 through July of 2013.
Figure 9.3
FIRST REPORT OF INJURY REPORTING
Injuries
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013*
Total Number of Injuries
38
26
45
46
29
25
10
Injuries Resulting in Lost Time
22
14
35
27
18
18
9
Total Number of Work Days Lost** 1,239 660 778 759 802 563
280
Source: City of New Rochelle HR

*Through 7/10

** Not Just Current Year

Figure 9.4
NRFD ON THE JOB MEDICAL CLAIMS AND PAYMENTS
2011

2012

Open
Closed
Reopened
Total
$ Paid
Source: City of New Rochelle HR

*2013

8
24
1
33

10
14
1
26

10
0
0
10

$168,860.

$86,124.

$15,859.

*Through 7/10/13

While no injury is an acceptable injury, the Study Team finds the NRFD’s injury rate and
severity over the reporting period within normal limits for fire departments the size of
New Rochelle and the New Rochelle Fire Department workload. Over the last decade,
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the Study Team has found similar size fire departments with a far higher frequency of
loss-time injuries.
The Study Team recommends that the NRFD develop and implement an injury reporting
and investigation program that meets the requirements of NFPA 1500 and that assists in
identifying corrective measures needed to reduce the number and severity of firefighter
injuries.
The Study Team also recommends that the NRFD develop and implement a comprehensive written vehicle collision reporting policy that addresses all aspects of emergency
vehicle collisions: driver training and certification; collision investigation and report
writing; post-collision drug and alcohol screening; and driver remedial training.
Currently, there is limited formal health and safety training in the NRFD as defined in
NFPA 1500. Most of the health and safety training completed by the NRFD is the result
of refresher training on topics such as hazardous materials response and infectious
disease control. With a review and update of the current NRFD Safety Officer duties and
responsibilities, the Study Team believes the department should experience a significant
improvement in safety-related training.
Training and Education
In terms of training and education, NFPA 1500 requires that the “fire department
establish and maintain a training and education program with a goal of preventing
occupational deaths, injuries, and illnesses.” The standard requires that all personnel be
trained in the duties and responsibilities they are expected to perform, and the training is
in compliance with recognized standards. Other requirements identified include:
1. Having all members who engage in firefighting activities trained to meet the
requirements of NFPA 1001 Standard for Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications.
2. Having all apparatus drivers/operators meet the requirements of NFPA 1002
Standard for Fire Apparatus Driver/Operator Professional Qualifications.
3. Having all personnel required to perform technical rescue operations meet the
requirements of NFPA 1006 Standard for Rescue Technician Professional
Qualifications.
4. Having all officers (company and chief) meet the requirements of NFPA 1021
Standard for Fire Officer Professional Qualifications.
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5. Having all personnel who respond to hazardous materials incidents meet the
operational requirements of NFPA 472 Standard for Professional Competence of
Responders to Hazardous Materials Incidents.
6. Having all personnel trained in accordance with the guidelines established in
NFPA 1581 Standard on Fire Department Infection Control Program.
7. Ensuring that all training exercises are conducted under the supervision of a
qualified instructor.
8. Ensuring that all personnel are trained in the use and care of their personal
protective clothing and equipment.
9. Implementing a recurring training program that is based on a proficiency cycle
with the goal of preventing the degradation of skills.
10. Providing training and education activities that are needed to support the
certifications of the department’s personnel.
11. Ensuring that all personnel practice assigned skill sets on a regularly scheduled
basis.
12. Ensuring that all respiratory protection training is conducted in accordance with
NFPA 1404 Standard for Fire Service Respiratory Protection.
Basically, NFPA 1500 requires that a fire department has a response force that is (1)
trained in accordance with national standards, (2) given ample opportunity to practice the
skills in training exercises, and (3) expected to maintain the level of proficiency needed
to perform their jobs safely and effectively.
Most of the health and safety training completed by the NRFD is the result of refresher
training on topics such as hazardous materials response and infectious disease control.
While the NRFD training program is admirable, compliance with NFPA 1500 mandates
the Department “establish and maintain a training and education program with a goal of
preventing occupational deaths, injuries, and illnesses.”
Fire Apparatus, Equipment and Driver/Operators
NFPA 1500 addresses many areas related to the design, selection, and use of fire
department apparatus and equipment. The standard also addresses the training
requirements of drivers/operators. This section of the standard “considers health and
safety as the primary concern in the design, construction, acquisition, operation,
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maintenance, inspection, and repair of all fire department apparatus and equipment.”
Items addressed in this section of the standard include:
1. Ensuring that all new, fire department apparatus meet the requirements set forth in
NFPA 1901 Standard for Automotive Fire Apparatus.
2. Ensuring that all fire department apparatus that is refurbished meets the
requirements of NFPA 1912 Standard for Fire Apparatus Refurbishing.
3. Ensuring that all apparatus is operated by personnel who have successfully
completed an approved driver training program. (NFPA 1451 Standard for a Fire
Service Vehicle Operator Training Program.)
4. Having established response guidelines in the form of written and enforceable
operating procedures.
5. Ensuring that all personnel use seat belts and other passenger restraint devices.
6. Having an established procedure for vehicle inspection, at least on a weekly basis,
but within 24 hours of last use.
7. Having an established inspection and preventive maintenance program that meets
the requirements of NFPA 1915 Standard for Fire Apparatus Preventive Maintenance Program.
8. Ensuring that all pumps, aerial devices, fire hoses, and ground ladders are tested
annually in accordance with their corresponding NFPA standards.
The list above illustrates that almost every aspect of fire apparatus and equipment design,
use, and maintenance is addressed by at least one NFPA standard.
The Study Team found no serious safety concerns with the apparatus fleet, the maintenance of that fleet, and the equipment carried on the apparatus. In terms of the NRFD’s
compliance with this section of NFPA 1500, the only significant deficiency noted is the
absence of a formal, driver/operator training program including the Emergency Vehicle
Operations Course.
The driver training program deficiencies are noted and discussed in detail in Chapter 10
(Fire and Rescue Training) of this report. Apparatus drivers in the NRFD receive little
formal training in the driving and operation of their vehicles. The Study Team
recommends that the NRFD develop and implement a comprehensive driver training
program that meets the requirements of NFPA 1500.
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Protective Clothing and Equipment
One of the most comprehensive portions of the NFPA 1500 standard is the chapter on
personal protective clothing and equipment. The primary focus of the protective
equipment chapter is to ensure that each firefighter is provided with safe protective
clothing and equipment, and that the clothing and equipment is cleaned and maintained
on a regular basis in accordance with recommended practices. Items include:
1. Ensuring that each firefighter is provided the protective clothing and equipment
needed for the hazards to which he/she is expected to be exposed.
2. Ensuring that a written protective clothing and equipment use policy and
program are in place and enforced by the department.
3. Ensuring that all structural firefighting protective clothing is cleaned at least once
every six months in accordance with NFPA 1851 Standard on the Selection,
Care, and Maintenance of Structural Fire Fighting Protective Ensembles.
4. Having all station/work uniforms comply with NFPA 1975 Standard on Station/
Work Uniforms for Fire and Emergency Services.
5. Having all structural firefighting clothing design and manufacturing comply with
NFPA 1971 Standard on Protective Ensemble for Structural Fire Fighting.
6. Having a written protective clothing and equipment inspection and maintenance
program.
7. Ensuring that all EMS providers are provided with adequate protective clothing
and equipment to reduce the likelihood of exposure to blood-borne and air-borne
diseases.
8. Ensure that all hazardous materials incident responders are provided adequate
protective clothing and equipment to protect them from the known chemical
hazards.
9. Having a written, hazardous materials protective clothing and equipment inspection and maintenance program.
10. Having a written, respiratory protection program that addresses the selection,
safe use, care, maintenance, and air quality of respiratory protection devices.
11. Having a written standard operating procedure for the use of respiratory
protection equipment.
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12. Ensuring that all personnel receive annual training and recertification on the use
of respiratory protection equipment.
13. Ensuring that adequate breathing air (quality and quantity) exists for the
recharging of respiratory protection equipment. (NFPA 1989 Standard on
Breathing Air Quality for Fire and Emergency Services Respiratory Protection.)
14. Ensuring that all Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA) meet the requirements of NFPA 1981 Standard on Open-Circuit Self-Contained Breathing
Apparatus for the Fire Service.
15. Ensuring that all personnel receive an annual face-piece fit test.
16. Ensuring that all SCBA are equipped with a functional Personal Alert Safety
System (PASS) device.
17. Ensuring that all life safety rescue ropes are selected, used, maintained, and
stored in accordance with NFPA 1983 Standard on Fire Service Life Safety Rope
ad System Components.
18. Ensuring that all personnel are provided eye protection and hearing protection
devices that meet applicable design standards.
When reviewing compliance with this part of the NFPA 1500 standard, the Study Team
found a few areas of deficiency regarding appropriate policies, procedures, and
guidelines. After careful review of the Protective Clothing and Equipment section of
NFPA 1500, NRFD should develop, implement, and/or update the applicable SOPs.
As an example the Study Team recommends that the NRFD implement a protective
clothing cleaning and maintenance program SOP that complies with NFPA 1851
Standard on Selection, Care, and Maintenance of Structural Fire Fighting Protection
Ensembles, 2008 Edition.
The Department recently updated its Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA)
inventory. The Department should be commended for the condition, maintenance and
repair of their SCBA units and the Department’s face piece fit-testing program.
Emergency Operations
NFPA 1500 provides much direction in the area of incident-scene management. The goal
of the standard is to provide a safe, organized approach to mitigating all emergencies
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with the intent of utilizing resources in an effective and efficient manner. Items identified
in this part of the standard include:
1. Using an incident management system that meets the requirements of NFPA
1561 Standard on Emergency Services Incident Management System.
2. Creating and using an incident action plan during the mitigation of all emergencies.
3. Dividing the management of an incident into tactical level management components that maintain an effective span of control.
4. Implementing an accountability system that keeps track of all personnel working
on the incident scene.
5. Ensuring that dispatch and radio communications are effective and uncomplicated, and that emergency procedures are clearly identified.
6. Ensuring that risk management occurs at each emergency scene so that the risks
taken are appropriate for the benefits acquired.
7. Ensuring that a written accountability procedure is in place and that all personnel
follow the procedure on a regular basis.
8. Ensuring that adequate staffing is present on-scene to initiate a safe and effective
fire attack. (NFPA 1710 Standard for the Organization and Deployment of Fire
Suppression Operations, Emergency Medical Operations, and Special Operations to the Public by Career Fire Departments, 2010 Edition.)
9. Ensuring that all personnel assigned to a hazardous environment work in teams
of two and that no one ever works alone.
10. Ensuring that before entry is made into a hazardous atmosphere, a “standby” or
initial rapid intervention company made up of two personnel is available and in
position to affect the rescue of firefighters entering the atmosphere (2-in/2-out
policy).
11. Ensuring that, as the incident grows and additional resources arrive, a designated
rapid intervention company is established for the rescue of fire department
personnel.
12. Having a written procedure for the rehabilitation of all personnel at incident
scenes.
13. Having a written post-incident analysis procedure that requires the written review
of all major incidents including major property losses, civilian deaths, significant
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firefighter injuries, and firefighter deaths. All post-incident analyses must be
made available to all fire department personnel.
In terms of emergency operations, the Study Team found numerous incident-management
policies and procedures covering a variety of operational issues. Most of the policies and
procedures are in need of revision in order to make them current with the procedures and
terminology used in today’s operations. Once revised, the policies and procedures need to
be enforced on a regular and consistent basis across the four work shifts. The Study Team
learned that the current enforcement of procedures varies from shift to shift depending
upon the shift Deputy Chief.
An issue concerning this part of the NFPA 1500 standard is the lack of written postincident analyses (PIA). A PIA is an important tool in evaluating the operation of
emergency response services. A PIA is not a disciplinary tool or a tool to find fault; it is a
process by which a significant event is dissected and analyzed so that operational
procedures can be validated and possibly improved.
A PIA plays an important role in a department’s self-evaluation and growth. Without a
formal PIA process, rumors can abound, false accusations can be generated, and a general
distrust of other agencies can grow. The NRFD should develop and implement a postincident analysis policy and procedure that is used for all significant fire/rescue/EMS
incidents that occur within the City. The definition of “significant” may be determined by
the Fire Chief, but it should at least include multiple alarm fires, fires involving deaths
and/or serious injuries, and mass casualty incidents. The Incident Commander should be
the person charged with completing the PIA using the input of all personnel involved in
the incident-management process.
Facility Safety
This part of the standard addresses the safe operation of fire department facilities. The
goal is to ensure that all fire department personnel have a clean and safe environment in
which to perform their non-emergency duties and responsibilities. Items include:
1. Ensuring that all fire department facilities comply with all legal, health, safety,
building, and fire code requirements.
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2. Ensuring that all fire stations have adequate facilities for disinfecting, cleaning,
and storing various items in accordance with NFPA 1581 Standard on Fire
Department Infection Control Program.
3. Ensuring that work sites have adequate fire and life safety protection systems in
place such as smoke detectors, fire alarm systems, carbon monoxide detectors, and
automatic sprinkler system.
4. Having a written procedure and program for the annual inspection of all work sites.
The Study Team found many aspects of the NRFD fire station facilities to be in poor
condition and in need of attention, likely through a multi-year fire facility capital project.
The NRFD and the City should initiate immediate work to identify and resolve the safety
and code issues at fire department buildings. NRFD should immediately confirm that
every fire station dormitory is equipped with working smoke and carbon monoxide
alarms in compliance with all state and local codes.
The Study Team recommends that the NRFD, in conjunction with the Safety Officer and
the Local’s Health and Safety Committee, develop and implement a Facility Safety
Inspection Program that complies with NFPA 1500 and ensures that a comprehensive
safety inspection is completed at each NRFD facility on at least a quarterly basis.
Medical and Physical Requirements
An important feature of any firefighting force is the health and well-being of the
firefighters. NFPA 1500 clearly identifies several key areas of health and wellness that
directly impact the ability of firefighting forces to perform their duties by addressing
health areas such as:
1. Ensuring that all candidates and active personnel meet the medical requirements of
NFPA 1582 Standard on Comprehensive Occupational Medical Program for Fire
Departments.
2. Ensuring that all personnel receive annual medical certification for the use of SCBA.
3. Ensuring that all personnel receive a physical performance evaluation in
accordance with NFPA 1583 Standard on Health-Related Fitness Program for
Fire Fighters
4. Having an established health and fitness program for all personnel in accordance
with NFPA 1583 Standard on Health-Related Fitness Program for Fire Fighters.
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5. Having a confidential and permanent personal health file maintained on each
firefighter, which includes the results of all physical and medical evaluations; a
history of all occupational injury and illnesses; and an accounting of all hazardous
materials and communicable disease exposures.
6. Ensuring that the department has a written infection control program in accordance with NFPA 1581 Standard on Fire Department Infection Control Program.
The NRFD is deficient in the area of fitness requirements. This finding is not uncommon
in career fire departments such as New Rochelle; however, that does not make it
acceptable. In fact, in an effort to help improve the overall health and wellness of the
career fire services in the United States, the International Association of Fire Fighters
along with the International Association of Fire Chiefs and 10 pairs of local union
representatives and their municipalities joined together several years ago to form the Fire
Service Joint Labor Management Wellness-Fitness Initiative Task Force (Initiative). The
Initiative has become a model for many fire department wellness and fitness programs
and the results have generally been positive on both the labor and management sides—
employees remain healthy and fit and the employer sees longevity in a healthy and fit
response force.
The Initiative identifies basic components of a health and wellness program for
incumbent firefighters and includes areas such as physical fitness, medical assessments,
injury rehabilitation, and behavioral health.
The NRFD requires prospective employees to a complete physical agility test, as part of
the hiring process. After successfully completing the physical agility test, a candidate
must then complete a medical examination with the NRFD prescribed physician before
being offered a position of employment as a firefighter.
The NRFD provides periodic medical evaluations to its personnel. Hazardous materials
response team members receive an annual evaluation (an OSHA requirement), members
age 30 or younger receive their evaluation every three years; age 30-40 every two years,
and members over forty annually. The periodic medical evaluations are given by
WestMed in New Rochelle and are in accordance with NFPA 1582 Standard on
Comprehensive Occupational Medical Program for Fire Departments.
Physical fitness equipment is available at the fire stations although use of this equipment
is prohibited. The Study Team also recommends that the NRFD review its current
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physical fitness program and begin implementing the changes needed to allow the
program to meet NFPA 1583 Standard on Health-Related Fitness Program for Fire
Fighters and mandate participation.
Member Assistance and Wellness Program
Another important part of a fire department health and wellness program is access to help
for substance abuse and/or work-related stress. Professionals in the emergency response
field understand that the stresses associated with emergency response operations often lead
to both physical and mental problems in responders. This chapter of NFPA 1500 addresses
the need for personnel assistance and wellness programs; it includes items such as:
1. Providing personnel with a professional assistance program for help with substance abuse, stress, and personal problems that affect fire department work
performance.
2. Having a written policy statement on alcohol and substance abuse.
3. Providing a wellness program for all personnel.
The most important component of any emergency response organization is its people;
therefore, an organization should strive to take care of its members, both physically and
mentally. The Study Team recommends that the NRFD work in conjunction with the
Health and Safety Committee to review the current practices regarding an employee
assistance program, alcohol and substance abuse policy, and critical incident stress
management.
A related wellness concern is the availability and use of critical incident stress management (CISM) programs. Full-service fire departments such as the NRFD are exposed to a
myriad of stressful events―often in a day’s work. Events involving fatalities and serious
injury can take a toll on emergency service providers. Continued, unrelieved exposure to
such events can destroy a career.
NRFD responders frequently experience the results of violent crimes; horrific accidents;
sexual and physical abuses; and tragic fires. The ability to provide CISM for emergency
responders can be vital to responder mental health and wellness. The Study Team found
limited evidence of CISM used (or available) in the NRFD.
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The Study Team was informed that, if needed, the NRFD could use the regional
Westchester County CISM team comprised of members of the emergency service
organizations across the County. Apparently NRFD has provided staff to serve as CISM
team members in the past. The Study Team recommends that the NRFD and Local 273
work through their Health and Safety Committee to develop or confirm a CISM resource
for the purpose of delivering CISM services to the members of the NRFD.
SUMMARY
The findings of the Study Team based on observations, data collection, interviews, and
best practices were compared to applicable apparatus and vehicle related CFAI Accreditation Criteria. Figure 9.5 summarizes the level of compliance of the NRFD with those
Criteria.
The health and safety of firefighters and EMS personnel should be a major concern of
those delivering the services, those receiving the services, and those helping to pay for
the services.
Individuals working in public safety, particularly firefighting and EMS personnel,
perform one of the most physically demanding and mentally stressful occupations in the
nation. Quite often, fire and emergency medical personnel are subjected to environments
that require rapid physical and mental response with a minimum of preparation.
Traditionally, at the national level, there has been limited attention paid to the wellness
and fitness of firefighters. However, over the past decade, the safety and health of all
emergency services providers has come to the forefront of discussion. Fire departments
nationwide are implementing programs that help improve and support the health and
wellness of their workforce. A recent initiative between the International Association of
Fire Chiefs and International Association of Fire Fighters has resulted in the development
and distribution of a Wellness-Fitness Program for firefighters and EMS personnel. This
program serves as an outstanding model of how labor and management can work together
to reduce firefighter injuries and fatalities while improving the overall health of fire
department personnel.
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Figure 9.5
SUMMARY OF NRFD INTERFACE WITH
CFAI ACCREDITATION CRITERIA
Risk Management and Personnel Safety
There is a risk management program designed to protect the organization and personnel
from unnecessary injuries or losses from accidents or liability.
Performance Indicators
NRFD Interface
There is a specific person or persons responsible
Yes
for implementing the Risk Management program.
There is a system for identifying and evaluating
No
workplace hazards.
There are methods and procedures for correcting
unsafe or unhealthy conditions and work
No
practices once they have been identified, and a
record system kept of steps taken to implement
risk reduction through corrections.
There is an occupational health and safety
training program designed to instruct the work
force in general safe work practices, from point
of initial employment to each job assignment
No
and/or whenever there are: new substances, new
processes, procedures or equipment. It should
provide specific instructions with respect for
operations and hazards relative to the agency.
There is a system for communicating with
employees on occupational health and safety
matters, including provisions designed to
No
encourage employees to inform the agency of
hazards, and to minimize occupational exposure
to communicable diseases or chemicals.
There is a management information system in
Yes
place to investigate and document accidents, loss
time injures, legal actions, etc.
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The New Rochelle Fire Department needs to revisit all of its health and safety policies
and work with the Local and the City to develop a comprehensive approach to improving
the health and safety of all NRFD personnel. Many professionals in the fire service say
that safety is an attitude that must be believed in, must be communicated, and, most
importantly, must be enacted. Some work is needed in order for the NRFD to attain that
position.

OPTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
9-1

The Fire Chief should develop and implement a written Departmental Risk Management Plan.

9-2

The Fire Chief should elevate the responsibility and oversight of the Department’s
safety and wellness program to the Deputy Chief level with the Safety Officer
being a direct report.

9-3

The Fire Chief should develop a written safety and health policy and implement an
organized and effective safety and health program.

9-4

The Fire Chief should develop and implement an injury reporting and investigation program that meets the requirements of NFPA 1500 and assists in
identifying corrective measures needed to reduce the number and severity of
firefighter injuries.

9-5

The Fire Chief should develop and implement a comprehensive written vehicle
collision reporting policy that addresses all aspects of emergency vehicle
collisions: driver training and certification; collision investigation and report
writing; post-collision drug and alcohol screening; and driver remedial training.

9-6

The Fire Chief should confirm the duties and responsibilities of the NRFD Safety
Officer are in accordance with NFPA 1500 and NFPA 1521 Standard for Fire
Department Safety Officer, 2013 Edition.

9-7

The Fire Chief should develop and implement a formal, comprehensive driver
training program that meets the requirements of NFPA 1500.
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9-8

The Fire Chief should implement a protective clothing cleaning and maintenance
program that complies with NFPA 1851 Standard on Selection, Care, and Maintenance of Structural Fire Fighting Protection Ensembles.

9-9

The Fire Chief must ensure that the department’s policies and procedures are
enforced on a regular and consistent basis across the four work shifts.

9-10 The Fire Chief should confirm policies and procedures to address the use of an
initial 2-out team, the transition to a FAST operation, and a process by which a
MAYDAY situation is managed in compliance with NFPA 1500.
9-11 The Fire Chief should develop and implement a post-incident analysis policy and
procedure that is used for all significant fire/rescue/EMS incidents that occur
within the City of New Rochelle.
9-12 The Fire Chief and the City should begin immediate work to identify and resolve
the safety and code issues at all fire department buildings so that the facilities are
brought into compliance with current City codes.
9-13 The Fire Chief should immediately ensure that carbon monoxide detectors are
installed in all fire stations with at least one detector being installed in each
sleeping quarters area.
9-14 The Fire Chief should immediately ensure that every fire station dormitory is
equipped with working smoke alarms in compliance with all state and local codes.
9-15 The Fire Chief, in conjunction with the Health and Safety Committee, should
develop and implement a Facility Safety Inspection Program that complies with
NFPA 1500 and ensures that a comprehensive safety inspection is completed at
each NRFD facility on at least a quarterly basis.
9-16 The Fire Chief should review the current physical fitness program and begin
implementing the changes needed to meet NFPA 1583 Standard on HealthRelated Fitness Program for Fire Fighters and mandate participation.
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9-17 The Fire Chief should work in conjunction with the Health and Safety Committee
to review the current practices regarding an employee assistance program, alcohol
and substance abuse policy, and critical incident stress management.
9-18 The Fire Chief and the Health and Safety Committee should work to confirm a
Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM) resource for the purpose of delivering CISM services to the members of the NRFD.
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CHAPTER TEN

FIRE PREVENTION
This chapter addresses all aspects of current life and fire safety inspections and code
enforcement, public education, and fire investigation functions accomplished by the New
Rochelle Fire Department (NRFD). The programs were compared to national program
standards and accepted principles and practices with recommendations for improvement.
BACKGROUND
The National Fire Protection Association recommends a multifaceted, coordinated risk
reduction process at the community level to address local risks. This requires engaging all
segments of the community, identifying the highest priority risks, and then developing
and implementing strategies designed to mitigate the risks.
Fire departments can serve a vital role in the concerted community risk reduction effort.
The public safety needs of communities increasingly place fire department personnel in
the role of emergency responders—first on the scene not only in a fire emergency, but in
medical emergencies, natural disasters, and acts of terrorism as well.
With a proven record in prevention and responding effectively to fire emergencies, fire
safety advocates often have the credibility and expertise to organize their communities
around broader safety and risk issues. Most fire department leaders are encouraging their
members to get more involved in their communities to strengthen organizational
credibility and influence. There are a variety of ways this can be accomplished, and
community risk reduction is the program that provides perhaps the greatest opportunity.1
Multifaceted coordinated risk reduction in a community may be addressed by a “cycle”
of resources provided by the fire department in coordination with other community
entities. These resources include public education so citizens are aware of hazards and
medical challenges, how to prevent them, and what to do should they occur;
engineering/code enforcement so fire and life safety is an inherent part of the community infrastructure and where violation compliance is achieved; emergency response
so that when there is a failure in the education, engineering/code enforcement part of the

1

Kirtley, Edward, N.F.P.A. Community Risk Reduction, Fire Protection Handbook
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cycle the emergency can be resolved; and fire investigation or EMS analysis where the
incident is documented, the cause determined and steps taken so it will not happen again.
With regard to fire protection:
“One of the true measures of a fire department’s effectiveness is the
amount of loss experience in the community or jurisdiction. If hazards and
unsafe acts can be reduced there will be a resultant reduction in the area’s
fire experience…in order to reduce the losses due to fires, effective, focused
fire prevention effort must take place.”2
The NFPA Fire Protection Handbook, Seventeenth Edition, Section 10, Chapter 4,
describes the elements of a fire prevention program as follows:
“1. Activities that relate to construction, such as building codes, the approval of
building and facility plans, and occupancy certification and re-certification for
new occupants. Also included may be a sign-off for the presence of smoke
detectors when new or old properties are sold.
2. Activities that relate to the enforcement of codes and regulations, such as
inspections of certain occupancies, the licensor of certain hazardous facilities, the
design of new regulations and codes, and legislation to adopt model codes.
3. Activities that relate to the reduction of arson, such as fire investigation and the
collection of information and data related to setting fires. Included may be arson
investigation and related court proceedings, and programs such as counseling for
juvenile firesetters.
4. Activities that relate to the collection of data helpful in improving fire protection,
such as standardized fire reporting, case histories and fire research.
5. Activities that relate to public education and training, including fire prevention
safeguards, evacuation and personal safety steps, plant protection training for
industrial and other work groups, hazardous materials and device safeguards, and
encouragement to install early warning and other built-in signaling and
extinguishing devices. Very popular are programs for school children, such as
NFPA’s Learn Not to Burn curriculum, and self-help classes such as water safety
and similar “Stay Alive Till We Arrive” projects.”

2

Klinoff, Robert, 2007. Introduction to Fire Protection, 3rd Edition, Thomson Delmar, Clifton Park, NY.
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CFAI FIRE PREVENTION/LIFE SAFETY CRITERIA
The CFAI accreditation criteria related to Fire Prevention/Life Safety that is relevant to
this Performance and Management Study is as follows:
There is an adequate effective and efficient program directed toward fire prevention, life
safety, risk, and reduction of hazards, the detection, reporting and control of fires and
other emergencies, the provision of occupant safety and exiting and the provisions for
first aid firefighting equipment.
Performance Indicators:
1. The authority having jurisdiction has an adopted fire prevention code.
2. The code enforcement program is designed to ensure compliance with applicable
fire protection law and agency objectives.
3. There is adequate staffing to meet agency objectives.
4. There is a plan check system in place to insure buildings are built in accordance
with adopted codes and ordinances.
5. There are adequate equipment and supplies allocated to the fire prevention
function.
6. There are standard operating procedures/general operating guidelines for the fire
prevention/life safety program.
7. There is an information system in place to record activities and trans-actions and
to determine the effectiveness of the fire prevention program and its efforts in risk
reduction.
8. There is a periodic appraisal made to determine if there is a balancing of the fire
hazard risk against the fire suppression capabilities of the agency and/or system,
and if not, what actions need to be taken to balance the relationship.
State of New York
The State of New York, adopts by reference, the International Code Council, Inc.,
Uniform Fire Prevention Code as the “Fire Code of New York State (2010FCNYS),” as
follows:
Rules and Regulations - Department of State
TITLE 19 (NYCRR)
CHAPTER XXXIII - STATE FIRE PREVENTION & BUILDING CODE COUNCIL
SUBCHAPTER A - UNIFORM FIRE PREVENTION & BUILDING CODE
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Section 1225.1 Fire code.
(a) The 2010 FCNYS. Requirements of the publication entitled “Fire Code of New
York State” (Publication Date: August 2010), published by International Code
Council, Inc. affect or relate to structures, processes and premises; safeguards
from the hazards of fire and explosion arising from the storage, handling or use of
structures, materials or devices; safeguards from conditions hazardous to life,
property or public welfare in the occupancy of structures or premises from fire
hazards in the structure or on the premise from occupancy or operation; and the
construction, extension, repair, alteration or removal of fire suppression and
alarm systems. Structures, processes and premises; the storage, handling or use of
structures, materials or devices; the occupancy and operation of structures and
premises; and the construction, extension, repair, alteration or removal of fire
suppression and alarm systems, shall comply with the requirements of said
publication. Said publication (hereinafter referred to as the 2010 FCNYS) is
incorporated herein by reference.
Section 109.1 Administration and enforcement.
Administration and enforcement of the New York State Uniform Fire Prevention
and Building Code shall be in accordance with local law, subject to the minimum
requirements set forth in the "Official Compilation of Codes Rules and
Regulations of the State of New York," 19 NYCRR Part 1203, "Minimum
Standards for Administration and Enforcement." State agencies shall comply with
the minimum requirements set forth in 19 NYCRR Part 1204, "Administration and
Enforcement by State Agencies."
Section 109.2 Modification.
No town, village, city or county, nor any state agency charged with the
administration and enforcement of this code may waive, modify or otherwise alter
any provision of this code unless approved by the State Fire Prevention and
Building Code Council in accordance with Section 379 of Article 18 of the
Executive Law.
The State of New York requires that fire inspection personnel be certified as a Code
Compliance Technician. This certification requires successful completion of the following three 21- hour courses within one year:
• Introduction to Code Enforcement Practices, Part 1
• Introduction to Code Enforcement Practices, Part 2
• Inspection Procedures for Existing Buildings
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Personnel must also complete six hours of continuing education each year.
City of New Rochelle – Fire Department and Chief of the Fire Department
The City of New Rochelle established the Fire Department and the authority of the Chief
of the Department as outlined below:
City of New Rochelle
CHARTER
GENERAL REFERENCES
ARTICLE VII
Administrative Departments
Section 45. Departments and Department Heads.
The administrative departments of the city shall be those of Finance, Law, Public
Works, Police, Fire, Personnel, Development and Parks and Recreation. There
may be divisions of such departments called “bureaus.” The heads of such
departments shall be appointed by the City Manager, shall hold office at the City
Manager’s pleasure and are vested with authority, direction and control over their
respective departments…
Section 58.01. (Chief of the Fire Department)
The Chief of the Fire Department shall be appointed by the City Manager and
shall also be known as the “Fire Commissioner.” He shall be the executive head
of the Fire Department and shall have charge and control of the administration
and discipline of said Department and of the buildings and equipment thereof. He
shall appoint, with the approval of the City Manager, such other officers and
uniformed members of such force as he may deem necessary and as may be
authorized by the Council. He shall have authority to administer oaths and take
evidence, affidavits and acknowledgments in all proceedings relating to the Fire
Department. He shall be responsible for the administration and enforcement of the
Environmental Protection Code of the City.
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Code of the City of New Rochelle
Chapter 147: FIRE PREVENTION
Section 147-1 Title; Incorporation of Standards.
This chapter shall be known as the "New Rochelle Fire Prevention Code." It shall
incorporate the standards found in the Fire Code of New York State, which shall
be referred to in this chapter as the "State Code."
Section 147-2 Legislative Intent.
It is the intent of this code to establish provisions to administer, enforce and
establish rules and regulations to safeguard life and property from the hazards of
fire, explosion. structural instability or the release of toxic gases arising from the
storage, handling or use of hazardous substances, materials or devices.
Section 147-3 Enforcement Officials.
The Fire Commissioner is hereby designated as code enforcement officer and is
responsible for enforcement of the Fire Prevention Code. A Deputy Chief, Acting
Deputy Chief or code enforcement officer may act as his agent in his absence. All
uniformed members of the New Rochelle Fire Department shall perform
inspections, issue orders for the correction of violations and investigate
complaints.
Section 147-7 Intervals of Inspections.
Intervals of inspections shall be as follows:
A. Fire safety inspections of areas of public assembly, defined in the State Code, at
least once per year.
B. Fire safety inspections of areas of all multiple dwellings and all nonresidential
occupancies, not to exceed 24 months. Occupancies requiring an annual permit
are to be inspected at least once per year.
C. Inspections where a certificate of compliance is required, at the completion of
the work.
D. Inspections in response to bona fide complaints regarding conditions or
activities allegedly failing to comply with this code, as the situation demands.
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NRFD FIRE PREVENTION/INVESTIGATION
The formal NRFD organizational chart (Figure 10.1) attached to the Department’s annual
budget submittal reflects Code Enforcement, Fire Prevention, Public Safety Education,
Housing Code Enforcement and the Fire Investigation entities reporting to the Fire
Chief/Commissioner.
Figure 10.1
CURRENT NRFD FIRE PREVENTION/INVESTIGATION
BUDGET DOCUMENT ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
Fire Chief
Commissioner

Code
Enforcement

Public Fire Safety
Education

Housing Code
Enforcement

Fire
Prevention

Fire
Investigation
Source: NRFD Budget Document

Code Enforcement is staffed with a full-time Captain handling site and fire protection
system plans review including associated tests and inspections. The Housing Code
Enforcement entity is staffed with two part-time inspectors that complete public assembly
and tank inspections. Annual permit inspections are completed by an assigned Firefighter. The Fire Investigation Unit is staffed with two Fire and Emergency Operations
Lieutenants, as an ancillary duty, while on rotating shifts. Code Enforcement/Fire
Prevention does not have dedicated clerical support.
The NRFD is part of the City’s development authorization review process and is required
to approve or “sign off” for the site and fire protection systems before occupancy permits
are issued by the New Rochelle Bureau of Buildings.
The organization chart provided in the NRFD budget document is not accurate as NRFD
no longer does Housing Code Inspections and “Public Fire Safety Education” entity is
not staffed.
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Permit Fees Required
The fees imposed by the City of New Rochelle Municipal Code are typical municipal,
model code assessments and are generally assessed as part of the building permit process.
Code of the City of New Rochelle.
Section 147-6C Duty to Inspect Buildings and Premises.
In order to pay for the City of New Rochelle Fire Safety Inspection Program,
pursuant to which authorized officers and employees of the City inspect buildings
containing multiple dwelling and general building construction uses, and to
ensure compliance with applicable codes, including, but not limited to the State
Code, the New Rochelle Fire Prevention Code, and other applicable provisions of
law, a schedule of fees for classes of occupancies inspected by such Program is
hereby established as set forth in Chapter 133, Fees, of the New Rochelle Code.
The fees established herein shall be administered by the Department of Finance
and shall be billed, accrue interest, be collected, and be enforced in the same
manner and at the same time as provided by law for combined City/county taxes.
Figure 10.2 identifies the permit fees required by Section 147.13 of the City of New
Rochelle Municipal Code.
Figure 10.2
PERMIT FEES REQUIRED BY THE NEW ROCHELLE MUNICIPAL CODE
Permit
Fee($)
Ammunition Storage
105.00
Blasting
105.00
Dip Tanks/Spray Booths
85.00
Dry Cleaning Plants
85.00
Explosives, Storage of
210.00
Explosives, Transportation of
210.00
Fire Protection Systems, Installation of 130.00
Sprinkler Systems
105.00
Standpipe Systems
160.00
Fixed Extinguishing Systems
130.00
Flammable Liquids Install/Modify
80.00
Flammable Liquids, Storage of Class I
80.00
Flammable Liquids, Storage of Class II
80.00
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Flammable Liquids, Storage of Class III
Flammable Liquids, Test of Storage
Hazard Materials Storage
Industrial Ovens, Operation of
Liquefied Petroleum Gas Storage
Lumberyard
Oiler Burner Installation
Public Garage (1 to 25)
Public Garage (25 or over)
Self Service Gasoline Station
Welding and Cutting
Woodworking Plant

80.00
55.00
105.00
55.00
105.00
80.00
55.00
80.00
105.00
105.00
55.00
85.00

Source: City of New Rochelle Municipal Code

The City of New Rochelle collected more than $110,000 in fire department related
permits fees during 2012. A cursory review of regional jurisdictions revealed that the fees
assessed by the City of New Rochelle are comparable.
NRFD PLANS REVIEW
The review of plans and specifications is a code enforcement process intended to ensure
compliance with the fire protection and life safety provisions of the applicable codes and
standards. The fire plans examiner reviews site plans, building and fire protection system
plans, means of egress, and other fire and life safety plans and specifications.
Cooperation among City officials is a key component to the success of any program. The
NRFD enjoys this cooperation. With good cooperation and coordination from plan
review up to and including final approval, both the NRFD and the community benefit by
ensuring compliance with all applicable codes and standards.
Development authorization review plans are submitted to New Rochelle Planning &
Development. A copy of site, fire lane and fire hydrant location plans are sent to NRFD
(Planning & Development and Fire Headquarters are in adjoining buildings). Fire
department comments are returned to Planning and Development by way of a form that
accompanies the plans.
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Fire protection system plans are submitted to the NRFD with the appropriate fee. The
Code Enforcement Captain works within a maximum two-week turnaround time for these
plans. Approvals are communicated by telephone to the submitter. Plans review comments are documented on a form that accompanies the plans.
The Code Enforcement Captain completes the associated “rough-in” inspections, hydrostatic tests and alarm tests.
The following Figure identifies the number of plans reviewed, fire protection system
inspected and tested the number of site plans reviewed by the NRFD Code Enforcement
Captain.
Figure 10.3
PLANS REVIEWS/SYSTEM INSPECTIONS/SYSTEM TEST
BY NRFD CODE ENFORCEMENT, 2011-2013 (6/13)
2013(6/13)
2012
2011
Fire Protection syst
26
43
55
Plans Reviewed
Fire Protection
26
54
76
System Insp/Tests
Site Plans
+/-60
+/-60
+/-60
Reviewed
Source: NRFD Code Enforcement Captain

The NRFD does not formally document the number of plans reviewed, fire protection
systems inspected or fire protection systems tested by the Code Enforcement Captain.
The reviews, inspections and tests documented above are estimates.
Code of the City of New Rochelle– Inspections
Section 147-6 Duty to Inspect Buildings and Premises
A. It shall be the duty of the Fire Commissioner to inspect, or cause to be inspected
by Fire Department officers or fire fighters, all buildings and premises, except the
interiors of dwellings, as often as may be necessary for the purpose of
ascertaining and causing to be corrected any conditions liable to cause fire or any
violations of the provisions or intent of this Code and of any other ordinance
affecting the fire hazard.
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B. The Fire Commissioner, officer or firefighter, upon the complaint of any person
or whenever he or they shall deem it necessary, shall inspect any buildings and
premises within their jurisdiction.
NRFD Property Inspections
Property inspections (used to find and eliminate potential fire hazards) are an important
part of an overall fire protection system. The fire code stipulates inspection requirements
for those occupancies and processes subject to the code and that certain, more hazardous,
properties must have a permit to operate and, in order to receive a permit, must have a
fire safety inspection. An inspection by the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) should
indicate, after insuring compliance, that a minimum degree of safety exists. Without an
inspection this cannot be insured.
The NRFD is unable to accurately define its inspection workload and identify the number
of inspectable properties in the City subject to the New Rochelle Fire Prevention Code.
The NRFD estimates there are approximately 2,500 inspectable properties in the City
based on a manual count of the property folders filed in each of the five fire stations. The
accuracy of these files is in question due to the fact there being “maintained” by four
rotating shifts assigned to five fire stations and an unclear “updating” process.
Using the total number of existing property inspections completed by NRFD for 2012 of
1,030 and the current estimated number of inspectable properties of approximately 2,500,
the Fire Department completed an inspection of 41.20 percent of the City of New
Rochelle’s inspectable properties for the year. It is unclear whether the inspection total of
1,030 for the year 2012 includes re-inspections (returns to ensure compliance). If so, the
total properties inspected is obviously reduced.
Additionally, the City Fire Prevention Code requires that “all buildings and premises” be
inspected “as often as may be necessary.” The State of New York requires the
“inspection of public assembly at least once per year” and “all multiple dwellings and all
nonresidential occupancies, not to exceed 24 months.” A formal inspection frequency
policy has not been established by NRFD.
In addition to the obvious life safety risk implications for citizens, visitors, and
firefighters, not completing a city-wide fire safety code inspection program on a regular
basis could present a significant liability resulting in negative financial impact should a
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questionable fire scenario present itself in a property that has not been inspected or has
not been inspected for a long period of time.
There are limited resources available as a guideline for the number of inspectors required
to accomplish a given workload for a jurisdiction. As an example, the State of Texas has
added an addendum to their Insurance Services Office (ISO) grading schedule to give
credit for accomplishing fire safety inspections. The Texas Addendum to the Fire
Suppression Rating Schedule provides a significant guideline regarding staffing resources
needed to complete an effective fire safety inspection program. According to the Texas
Addendum, one full-time inspector can be expected to complete approximately 480
inspections per year. Their computation is based on two inspections per day, times 20
work days/month times 12 months.
NRFD has an estimated 2,500 inspectable properties. This sum, divided by 480
commensurate with the Texas Addendum, represents the need for 5.2 full-time fire
prevention code inspectors, which would provide for an annual inspection of every fire
prevention code inspectable property once per year.
In lieu of 5.2 full-time inspectors, NRFD accomplishes its existing building maintenance
inspections by utilizing in-service fire company personnel.
The NRFD needs to accurately define the number of inspectable properties in the City
subject to the Fire Prevention Code, and when the City’s inspection frequency goal
cannot be attained, determine an inspection frequency based on risk. These
determinations will facilitate planning for and resources to accomplish its inspection
responsibilities.
Inspections by “In-Service” Fire Companies
The inspection of existing properties and premises required by the New Rochelle Fire
Prevention Code is accomplished by five engine companies and three ladder companies
of the NRFD. These inspections are scheduled from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon every
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday. Critical Information Dispatch System (CIDS)
inspections are scheduled on Wednesdays.
The CIDS inspections facilitate determining special hazards that may exist in given
properties and gathering and documenting information firefighters may need in the first
five minutes of an incident. This information is then forwarded to the communication
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center for easy access upon dispatch. It is unclear if all engine and ladder companies are
participating in the CIDS program.
Each fire company maintains manual, hard copy inspection property files in its station.
The number of properties “assigned” to each station is influenced by the fact that
“downtown” companies have a higher number of inspectable properties in their first
response areas then “outlying” companies. “Outlying” companies assume inspectable
properties from the first response areas of the “downtown” companies. The location of
inspecting engine and ladder companies is monitored by the on-duty Deputy Chief to
insure appropriate response times.
The “in-service” inspection process is as follows:
•

The Company Officer reviews the manual property inspection file to determine
which buildings the company will inspect for the shift.

•

The fire companies have access to the FireRMS software that documents
inspection properties. Prior to embarking on an inspection, the Company officer
reviews the FireRMS file to determine the compliance history of the property.
Apparently many previous violations at a given property are not resolved.

•

The Company officer and crew complete an inspection of the property after
appropriate introduction upon arrival. The results of the inspection are discussed
with the tenant, occupant or owner and a violation notice and reinspection date is
provided if warranted. The reinspection date usually allows at least two weeks
commensurate with the officer’s shift schedule.

•

In the case of a more significant hazard that cannot be resolved during the
inspection a “Court Appearance Ticket” (CAT) is issued. If the violation is a
“distinct hazard” immediately affecting life safety, appropriate officials are
notified for proper action.

•

Upon return to the station the company officer enters the inspection results data
into the FireRMS database. Contact and other new information is updated on
property files.

Company officers completing “in-service” fire code inspections do not have the State
required Code Compliance Technician certification. It is unclear whether the in-service
fire inspections are being accomplished solely under the City of New Rochelle Fire
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Prevention Code that may not require this certification or that they should possess the
State required certification.
The New Rochelle Fire Department Rules and Regulations Chapter 10-4 requires that all
inspection shall be conducted in accordance with…Fire Code of the State of New York.
The New Rochelle City attorney should confirm this matter. In any case, the NRFD
company officers making fire code inspections should attain a N.F.P.A 1031, Standard
for Professional Qualifications for Fire Inspector and Plan Examiners certification at a
minimum.
Utilization of in-service personnel is a proven, positive method of accomplishing the
inspection responsibility, facilitating a major public relations achievement, providing for
initial pre-emergency plans and their update and maintaining a familiarization of
buildings by response personnel.
Utilizing in-service personnel to complete fire safety inspections significantly offsets the
full-time inspection personnel resources required to achieve a successful, city-wide
inspection program, while simultaneously realizing the numerous other benefits outlined
above.
Considering five engine companies and three ladder companies and assuming
approximately 2,500 inspectable properties, that would amount to 312.5 inspections per
company. Divide the 312.5 inspections per company by four shifts and each shift would
have to complete 78.13 inspections per year to fulfill a goal of inspecting each property
annually.
Variations of this inspection rate could be incorporated based on property risk,
complexity of the property and geographic logistics to maintain appropriate response
times, etc. This is especially true with the consideration of incorporating the update of the
NRFD pre incident plans during “in-service” inspections.
It should be kept in mind that Section 147-6C Duty to Inspect Buildings and Premises of
the City Code requires that properties pay for inspection services.
The inspections identified in Figure 10.4 include inspections completed by in-service fire
companies, the Code Enforcement Captain, the assigned Firefighter and the two part time
CEO employees.
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Figure 10.4
INSPECTIONS COMPLETED BY THE
NEW ROCHELLE FIRE DEPARTMENT (2011-2012)
Type of Inspection
Fire Companies
Annual Permits
Public Assembly
Code Enforce
Tanks
TOTAL

2011
1030
646
151
110
283
2220

2012
1214
659
143
115
415
2546

Source: NRFD

NRFD promulgates a monthly “Work Load Indicators” document with an annual
summary that is the source of Figure 10.4. All entries are listed under “Type of
Inspection” including “fire calls,” “Fire Inspections,” “NFVs Issued,” “CATs Issued,”
“Storage Tanks Tested,” etc. It is unclear who completes which inspections and which
categories are parts of other categories.
Additionally, it is unknown whether the inspections, tests identified in Figure 10.3 are
included in the data provided for Figure 10.4.
Please refer to the Fire Prevention/ Risk Reduction Organization section at the end of this
Chapter for Study Team organization and staffing discussion and considerations.
FIRE INVESTIGATION
CFAI Fire Investigation Criteria
The CFAI accreditation criteria related to Fire Investigation that is relevant to this Study
is as follows:
There is an adequate effective and efficient program directed toward identification of the
causes and origins of fires, explosions and other emergency situations that endanger life
or property.
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Performance Indicators
1. There are methods and procedures in place to investigate the cause and origin of
all reported fires.
2. The agency has adequate staffing to accomplish its stated objectives.
3. There are adequate equipment and supplies allocated to the fire cause and
investigation program.
4. There is agreement and support from other agencies to aid the agency in
accomplishing its goals and objectives.
5. There is an information system in place to document fire investigation activities
and to provide data for analyzing program results.
6. There are standard operating procedures, general operating guidelines for the fire
cause and investigation program.
7. There is a periodic appraisal made on the effectiveness of the fire investigation
program.
Code of the City of New Rochelle – Investigations
Section 147-7 Investigation of Fires
A. The Fire Commissioner or designated Fire Investigator shall investigate the
cause, origin and circumstances of every fire occurring in the municipality.
B. The Corporation Counsel and the Police Department, upon request of the Fire
Department, shall assist in the investigation of any fire which is of suspicious
origin or which involves loss of life or injury to persons or by which property
has been destroyed or substantially damaged.
In the municipal cycle of providing life and fire safety, the investigation of fires and other
emergencies is imperative to developing and maintaining an effective hazard and risk
prevention program. Whether fire or medical oriented, the analysis of the results of these
investigations, inquires, and documentation becomes an integral element in the fire
department’s determination of the appropriate prevention and intervention activities.
The data collected and analyzed provide a resource for the Department to develop an
effective fire prevention program; improve fire safety legislation; identify life and fire
safety education programs; describe the City fire problems; and evaluate fire protection
capabilities.
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Fire Investigation Organization and Staffing
The NRFD Fire Investigation Unit currently operates under the “Revised Arson
Investigation Policy” dated November 15, 1985. This policy changed the title of the
“Arson Officer/Arson Squad” to “Fire Investigator/Fire Investigation Unit.” The Fire
Investigation Unit is supervised by the Fire Commissioner (Fire Chief). This supervisory
arrangement unnecessarily increases the number of “direct reports” to the Fire Chief.
Fire Investigators are called out on a “10-50 Code A” basis (“Have the Investigator
respond to location as soon as possible”) or “on a 10-50 Code B” basis (“Notify
Investigator of incident, optional response, with a follow-up”).
As written, the policy requires that a monthly Fire Investigator “duty” calendar be
established and distributed. The “duty” calendar is comprised of Fire Investigators that
are not on-duty in a fire station so that there is no interference with on-duty company
officer responsibilities. This implies that Fire Investigators are called out on an overtime
compensation basis.
Currently there are two New York State, Level II Fire Investigators (Station Lieutenants)
assigned on an ancillary basis. One of the Lieutenants is assigned to Group 2 and the
other is assigned to Group 3.
In contrast to the current policy, every effort is made to call them out while they are onduty in a fire station to reduce overtime compensation. The second Investigator is
informally “on-call” for back-up or the second incident. The two Investigators coordinate
their personal schedules to be sure one of them is available as they are not excused from
the regularly scheduled shifts.
In concurrence with the Fire Chief, considering the current informal call out procedures
and the apparent need to conserve overtime compensation, it appears at least two
additional, certified Fire Investigators assigned one each to Groups 1 and 4 would be
prudent. This would generally provide for an initial Fire Investigator call-out while they
were on duty and would only require overtime compensation when the “shift
Investigator” was scheduled off or “back up” was required. Accommodations need to be
addressed for “on-duty” Fire Investigator “re-entering” his/her rotating shifts after an
extended commitment to an investigation.
The initial on-call Fire Investigator sizes up the call-out incident to determine whether or
not to use the basic/minimal fire investigation equipment stored in the trunk of a Ford
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Taurus assigned to Fire Prevention at Fire Headquarters. There is currently an issue with
the availability of this vehicle as Fire Headquarters is secured after hours and/or the
vehicle may be committed elsewhere. The day the Study Team was inspecting the
equipment, the key to the vehicle could not be found immediately.
NRFD has the primary origin and cause responsibility for the City and calls out the City
Police when a crime is determined during its investigation process. The City Police
assigns two detectives to work with Fire Investigators. The detectives provide the arrest
authority, if needed, and the introduction of the case to the judicial system, as required.
NRFD does not have a formal guideline or policy regarding this arrangement.
NRFD Fire Investigators assist the City Police with evidence collection, and specimens
are transported via the City Police forensic van to be stored in the City Police evidence
storage room until taken to the Valhalla laboratory at the Westchester County Grasslands
Reservation.
Cause and origin assistance and resources may be requested from the Westchester County
Cause and Origin Team, Zone #1 (New Rochelle, White Plains, Yonkers and Mount
Vernon).
The bomb technician team resource is typically provided by the Westchester County
Department of Public Safety and must be requested by the City Police. NRFD assists, as
required, or if an explosive is detonated.
Fire Investigation Technical Assistance (FITA) is also available from the New York State
Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Services, Office of Fire Prevention and
Control – Arson Bureau, for fires involving fatalities, dollar loss in excess of $50,000,
explosions, serial or unusual fire scenarios, and cigarette-caused fires.
Juvenile Firesetter intervention is provided by contacting the City Police.
NRFD should continue the practice of requiring its Fire Investigators to possess a
minimum of a New York State Fire Investigator Two certification and demonstrated
knowledge of N.F.P.A 921, Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigations.
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These references support the Fire Investigator’s need to be familiar with the following
subjects:
• Fire science
• Fire chemistry
• Thermodynamics
• Thermometry
• Fire dynamics
• Explosion dynamics
• Computer fire modeling
• Fire investigation
• Fire analysis
• Fire investigation methodology
• Fire investigation technology
• Hazardous materials
• Failure analysis and analytical tools
In addition, NRFD should consider requiring its Fire Investigators successfully complete
the National Fire Academy’s two-week Fire Investigation Training by Fire Investigators.
This certification and training would confirm the individual knowledge of pertinent
investigative subjects and added credibility in the judicial, law enforcement, and
insurance disciplines,
Fire Investigation Response and Workload
In compliance with City Code Section 147 Investigation of Fires, the NRFD routinely
conducts an origin and cause investigation of every fire incident to which the Department
responds.
Typically the initial origin and cause determination is made and reported by the
responding incident commander. This responsibility was completed in the range of 266 to
325 times annually between the years of 2008 and 2012 as indicated by the number of
fire incidents recorded in the NRFD Annual Responses by Incident Type (see Figure
10.5).
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Figure 10.5
NRFD ANNUAL RESPONSES BY INCIDENT TYPE (2012-2008)
Incident Type
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
Fire
280
289
309
266
325
Rupture/Explosion
6
8
14
11
13
EMS/Rescue
4,314
3,949
3,976
4,234
4,162
Hazard Condition
699
510
524
335
354
Service Call
752
759
923
733
850
Good Intent
509
838
826
613
623
False Call
1,426
1,446
1,333
1,323
1,313
Other
3
1
6
4
3
Severe Weather
26
23
20
17
11
Blank or Invalid
3
0
0
0
0
Total
8,018
7,823
7,931
7,536
7,654
Source: NRFD

False Alarm and Good Intent Responses
The number of false alarm and good intent incidents NRFD responds to annually appears
to be excessive. A majority of these incidents may be associated with fire protection
system (fire sprinklers, smoke/heat alarms, etc.) actuations.
The numbers of false alarms/good intent responses for the years 2010 through 2012 were:
• 1,935 in 2012 or 24.13 percent of all responses; 5.30 per day
• 2,284 in 2011 or 29.20 percent of all responses; 6.26 per day
• 2,159 in 2010 or 27.22 percent of all responses; 5.92 per day.
To provide an illustrative perspective of the cost of responding to these false, good intent
alarms the Study Team simply took the total annual Fire Department budget, determined
the per incident response cost by dividing the budget by the number of annual incidents
and then multiplying the per incident cost by the number of false, good intent calls. Using
this formula the false, good intent incident response cost by year was as follows:
• 2012, $3,444.77 per incident response or $6,665,629.95 for the year
• 2011, $3,301.57 per incident response or $7,540,785.88 for the year
• 2010, $3,216.86 per incident response or $6,945,200.74 for the year
These incidents can be reduced resulting in increased safety to firefighters and significant
savings to the NRFD and City of New Rochelle. Initially, implement a process to cause
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an analysis of the incidents to determine the details of the system actuations, good intent
call or malicious false calls and clarify reporting practices. Many times a smoke alarm,
for example, actuates for burnt food or a fire sprinkler actuates when a sprinkler head is
damaged. These are not false alarms; the system did what it was designed to do. These
are good intent alarms.
The Fire Department has the code authority to pursue and correct malfunctioning
systems, the resources to educate the community to reduce good intent calls and the
judicial support to assertively adjudicate false alarm perpetrators. Firefighters would
require a renewed orientation, as a stakeholder, to change the current response culture of
the Fire Department to facilitate preplanned remedies.
Property Loss to Fire
The estimated property loss in dollars to fire in the City of New Rochelle for calendar
years 2012 – 2010 is identified in the Figure 10.6.
Figure 10.6
PROPERTY LOSS TO FIRE IN DOLLARS FOR
THE CITY OF NEW ROCHELLE 2010-2012
2012
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

#Fires
With
Loss
1
4
5
12
12
12
15
15
15
18
20
20
149

2011

Total
Loss

Total
Value

$800
21,800
40
36,510

$800
506,800
400
56,010

6,200

5,700

860
3,400

860
3,400

$69,970

$724,970

#Fires
With
Loss
2
5
6
6
12
12
15
16
19
21
21
23
158

2010

Total
Loss

Total
Value

$21,500
7,400
100

$21,500
815,400
200

611,020

950,120

20,950
2,000
3,110
2,010

20,950
2,000
3,110
4,010

15
$668,105

15
$1,817,305

# fires
With
Loss
1
2
2
5
5
7
7
7
10
12
13
14
85

Total
Loss

Total
Value

$2,000
3000

$2,000
300

10,700

1,450,700
3,600

3,600

6,210
400,200
5,150
5,010
$433,170

6,210
400,200
5,150
5,010
$1,873,170

Source: NRFD

Based on the data provided, the reporting of accurate fire loss data is in question. The
initial disparity is raised when a range of 21-74 “fires with loss” are reported over the
three years with no dollar amount recorded. It is unclear why a fire would be reported as
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a “Fire With Loss” and not include a dollar loss amount. In some cases, the “Total Loss”
exceeds the “Total Value.”
Fire Investigator Call-Out
Fire Investigators may be called out by the incident commander (usually the Deputy
Chief) for the following scenarios:
• Any suspicious or intentionally set fire in a structure, to a vehicle, boat,
construction equipment, or other property of value;
• Fires involving juveniles as fire setters;
• Complex, nonsuspicious fires to aid in the cause determination, fatalities and fire
related injuries;
• Assist the Chief-in-Charge with cause determination in order to free the Chief up
for other fire ground responsibilities, and,
• To maintain Fire Investigator skills as often as practical.
The Fire Investigator Cause Determinations and Hours of Investigation (Figure 10.7)
illustrates the cause determinations and hours of investigation completed by the NRFD
Fire Investigators for 2012 and 2013 through July.
Figure 10.7
FIRE INVESTIGATOR CAUSE DETERMINATIONS
AND HOURS OF INVESTIGATION (2012-July 2013)
Cause

Investigator
#1

2012
Investigator
#2

Accidental
Investigation Hours
Incendiary
Investigation Hours

15
37
0
0

5
16
2
11

20
53
2
11

8
27
0
0

1
2
1
1

9
29
1
1

Undetermined
Investigation Hours
Total Call-Outs
Total Hours

3
13
18
50

2
12
9
39

5
25
27
89

1
5

2
10

2
15

Total

2013 (Through July)
Investigator Investigator
#1
#2

Total

Source: NRFD Fire Investigators

Fire Investigators were called out to 27 fire incidents during calendar year 2012. This
amounts to 9.64 percent of the fire incidents that year.
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The Study Team believes that the development and implementation of an updated formal
fire investigation and call-out policy would significantly enhance the program. Having an
updated policy reflecting current practices in place would increase the consistency of
call-out determinations among incident commanders; increase the interface with the other
risk reduction entities of the Department; cause a more accurate city-wide documentation
of intentional fires, fire fatalities and injuries; greatly increase management analysis of
the City’s fire problem; and provide for an ongoing determination of the Department’s
investigation effectiveness.
Please refer to the Fire Prevention/ Risk Reduction Organization section at the end of this
chapter for Study Team organization and staffing discussion and considerations.
LIFE AND FIRE SAFETY PUBLIC EDUCATION
CFAI Public Education Criteria
The CFAI accreditation criteria related to Public Education that is relevant to this Study
is as follows:
There is a public education program directed toward the agency's mission.
Performance Indicators
1. There is a public education program that includes individual, business and
community participation.
2. The agency has staffing to accomplish the program's mission, goals and
objectives.
3. There are adequate equipment and supplies allocated to the public education
program.
4. The public education programs are targeted toward specific audiences based on
program analysis.
5. The agency's information system allows for documentation and analysis of its
public education program.
6. There is a periodic appraisal made to determine the effectiveness of the public
education program and its effect on eliminating unacceptable risks.
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Public Education - Generally
Public fire and life safety education programs should be a major part of any fire
prevention program. Community outreach, education, and awareness programs should
start as early as possible in preschool and/or elementary school and continue through high
school.
Adult programs should also be available to increase fire and life safety awareness in the
community. A review of the community’s fire records can help to identify high-risk
problems or areas in the community that require extra fire and life safety efforts.
Fire education programs in schools should be a year-round endeavor and not merely a
special program conducted during an annual Fire Prevention Week. School systems can
incorporate fire safety programs into their existing curricula. The fire prevention
authority can help by advising schools on the proper training of presenters and by
identifying appropriate materials to reinforce the fire safety message presented. NFPA’s
Risk Watch® and Learn Not to Burn® programs, for example, provide the training and
materials needed for such a fire safety effort.
The media can be a useful partner in fire safety awareness initiatives for adults and
children. Television and radio stations might run public safety messages free of charge as
part of their licensing requirements. In addition, many cable companies offer public
access as part of their contract to provide service to the community. These programs are
excellent opportunities to provide fire safety education messages on a regular basis. The
fire department, police department, and other public service agencies can pool their
resources to use these public access avenues more effectively. Collaboration relieves a
single agency from the burden of providing a complete program every week and gives the
audience a broader spectrum of programming to keep their interest high.
NRFD Life and Fire Safety Education Program
The NRFD life and fire safety education program is generally limited to informal fire
station tours, visits and other events provided by on duty personnel as requested. The
“Fire Safety House,” acquired by the Department, sits idle. This is a change from the past
when overtime funds were allotted for this program.
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There is no public education program directed toward the Department’s mission. CFAI
Performance Indicators have not been addressed. The culture of the Department, as it
relates to life and fire safety education, has evolved to an operational workload focus
without recognizing the responsibility for or the benefit of providing this important
lifesaving program in the City. The mindset of “no overtime, no public education” must
be redirected. Most fire departments do not operate their life and fire safety education
programs on an overtime compensation basis.
Public Fire and Life Safety Education
The Study Team suggests that the goal of the NRFD public fire and life safety program
should be to provide fire hazard education to the public in order to reduce injuries and the
loss of life and property due to fire and related causes.
Community Risk Reduction Components & Fundamentals
NRFD policy makers should review the numerous resources available to initiate the
components and fundamentals of a community risk reduction (life and fire safety
education) program.
The two major components of a community risk reduction program involve the use of the
five “E”s and engaging the community.
The five “E”s represent mitigation strategies as follows:
• Engineering – Building safeguards into products and materials that, by their
design, eliminate or reduce the risk.
• Education – Raise public awareness and understanding about fire.
• Enforcement – Reducing risk through the use of codes and standards.
• Economic Incentives – Influencing personal or corporate behavior through
financial incentives or disincentives (providing smoke alarms at no cost).
• Emergency Response – Communities have realized that there are many risks that
simply cannot be mitigated effectively through the other strategies.
For community engagement to have a positive impact on a community risk-reduction
initiative, Fire Department representatives must view community engagement as an
everyday approach to doing business in the community.
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An initial step that could be taken by the NRFD would be the establishment of an internal
life and fire safety committee or panel comprised of a cross representation of the
Department (vertical and horizontal) and its multiple disciplines (Fire Suppression, EMS,
Emergency Management, etc.). This body (“chaired” by the proposed Department Fire
Marshal) could establish the Department’s life and fire safety mission, goals and
objectives.
Once these tasks were completed, the NRFD “Life and Fire Safety Committee” could
provide for and interface with the community in the establishment of coalitions, advisory
groups and advocates to implement a City-wide life and fire safety culture to address the
Department’s mission.
These advocates, including service groups and other interested parties, could also provide
or sponsor funding opportunities to support the effort, in addition to the public
relations/information potential.
NRFD RISK REDUCTION DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
The NRFD code enforcement entities that interface with the New Rochelle development
authorization review process interact with the City’s Development and Planning data
base. As acknowledged earlier in this report, however, these entities do not document
their inspection, review, test and other related workload activities and do not provide
regular management reports.
There does not appear to be a central oversight of the “hard copy” station inspection files
maintained by the four rotating shifts assigned to five stations or of the FireRMS database
“input” and maintenance process.
Confidential fire investigation case files, photographs and documents are stored in
multiple, unsecured locations including: (1) a computer database with simple password
security, (2) in an open, unlocked room at Fire Headquarters, (3) in an open file drawer in
the Fire Chief’s office, (4) at the Fire Investigator’s assigned fire station, and (5) at the
Fire Investigator’s residences.
The limited NRFD Life and fire safety education activity is not documented or reported.
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Many public safety organizations have introduced a tablet computer approach to their
inspection process. The Cloud concept, for example, facilitates many options in
streamlining the process at a relatively affordable cost. The tablet computer approach
affords simultaneous data- management opportunities to many other aspects of the
Department as well.
While NRFD collects and reports the number of feet of hose used, the number of fire
extinguisher used, and the number of feet of ladders raised each month in their monthly
“management report,” the number of inspections, tests and plans reviewed by other than
the fire companies and number of fire investigations completed and their case status goes
unreported. Acknowledgement of life and fire safety education is non-existent.
The NRFD organizational entities typically associated with risk reduction should
regularly provide management reports outlining workload requirements and accomplishments to analyze trends and planning needs for the code enforcement, plans review,
inspection, fire investigation and life and fire safety education aspects of the Department
and the community. NRFD should take immediate steps to correct this omission.
PROPOSED RE-ORGANIZATION OF THE NRFD FIRE PREVENTION/RISK
REDUCTION PROGRAM
The review of the NRFD fire prevention, code enforcement, risk reduction entities
coupled with Department’s comparison to the CFAI Criteria and Performance Measures,
lead the Study Team to suggest that the NRFD “redesign” their Fire Prevention/Risk
Reduction program.
The Study Team’s general analysis of the NRFD’s interface with the CFAI Criteria and
Performance Indicators are documented below as supported by the narrative provided in
this Chapter.
A “redesign” of the Department’s fire prevention/risk reduction effort necessarily
requires an organizational baseline to address and coordinate the duties and
responsibilities associated with an effective, efficient, Department-wide life and fire
safety program.
This baseline is represented in the suggested fire prevention/risk reduction organization
found in Suggested Fire Prevention/Risk Reduction Organization Baseline in Figure 10.8.
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Figure 10.8
SUGGESTED FIRE PREVENTION/RISK REDUCTION
ORGANIZATION BASELINE
Deputy Chief
Fire Marshal

Administrative
Aide

Code Enforcement
Captain

Fire Investigation
(4 Ancillary
Investigators)

Multi Family & Tank In-Service Fire Permit Inspections
Inspections
Company
(1 Ancillary
(2 PT Inspectors) Inspections(FFs)
Inspector)

Life & Fire Safety
Education
(Ancillary Staff)

The following sections discuss the Study Team’s description and suggested approach to
organizational elements for the NRFD Fire Prevention/Risk Reduction function.
Deputy Chief-Fire Marshal
As illustrated in Organization Chapter the Fire Prevention/Risk Reduction program
should be elevated to a major division of the Department under an existing Deputy Chief
with the working title of Fire Marshal. Currently the program is disjointed and
decentralized across the NRFD organization.
Plans Review, Inspections, System Tests, Fire Investigations, Life & Fire Safety
Education and central oversight of the In-Service Inspections provided by Station
personnel would become organizational entities under a dedicated Deputy Chief-Fire
Marshal. This would serve to “centralize” the fire prevention/Risk Reduction program
and remove the “stove pipe” tendencies between the current unassociated or non-existent
entities.
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Administrative Aide
Currently the NRFD Fire Prevention/Risk Reduction effort does not have dedicated
clerical or administrative support. This takes valuable time from the officers’ and
inspectors’ primary responsibilities and contributes to extended plans review time, delays
inspection violation notice transmittals and administration, and adds to overtime for Fire
Investigators completing administrative tasks.
The study team recommends that the Fire Chief initiate a “desk audit” of the current
NRFD Administrative Assistant and Data Control Clerk positions to confirm their duties,
responsibilities and workload to determine they may be of assistance to other support
functions across the Department. It appears the enhancement of automation and
technology resources would benefit the NRFD. The manual culmination of the NFRD
biweekly payroll alone appears to take several days.
Code Enforcement
The Code Enforcement Captain would continue to accomplish fire protection systems
plans reviews/test and site reviews/inspections. He/she would provide supervision for the
two part-time, multi-family/tank inspectors and the ancillary permit inspector The Code
Enforcement Captain would support the Deputy Chief/Fire Marshal with the needed
central oversight of the in-service inspections program by firefighters in the stations.
While it is unclear how many inspectable properties require Fire Prevention Code
inspections, estimates based on available data indicate that only 41.2 percent of these
inspections are being completed annually. The majority of maintenance inspections of
existing properties are being completed by “in-service” fire company personnel.
By one standard, based on available data, 5.2 full-time inspectors would be required to
complete the inspection of all fire code inspectable properties on an annual basis. This
staffing requirement is being successfully offset by the utilization of “in-service” fire
company personnel simultaneously gaining familiarity with community structures and
engaging in a positive public relation opportunity. It is anticipated that pre-incident
planning may be accomplished as well.
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Fire Investigations
While the program does not appear on the NRFD organization chart or in budget
documents, raising the ancillary complement of certified Fire Investigators to at least four
would permit the assignment of a Fire Investigator to each of the rotating operational
shifts. This would generally reduce the time needed to obtain a Fire Investigator to an
incident scene, facilitate additional depth in the fire investigation staff, and provide for an
initial Investigator without the need for overtime compensation.
Considering the current fire investigation workload, this model should work well.
Assigning the Fire Investigation program to the supervision and oversight of the Deputy
Chief-Fire Marshal in the proposed NRFD Fire Prevention/Risk Reduction organization
would serve to relieve the Fire Chief of these “direct reports,” facilitate a more efficient
approach to the Department’s responsibility and open improved communications with the
other Departmental entities sharing the same mission.
Public Education
Clearly, as identified in the narrative of this chapter, Life and Fire Safety Education is
currently a low priority in the NRFD. The establishment of a Fire Prevention/Risk
Reduction organization, with the appropriate life and fire safety education activity
Department-wide, would require a Department culture change.
There is an opportunity to “build” a Life and Fire Safety Education program that could
effectively address the five “E”s outlined previously and appropriately “engage” the
community.
The organization and staffing of this section under a Deputy Chief/Fire Marshal can be
comprised of many aspects of the Department and community.
The suppression, training, EMS and senior staff resources of the NRFD, coupled with
Local 273 members, community volunteers and coalitions provide a rich base for support
of an effective program.
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SUMMARY
The findings of the Study Team based on observations, data collection, interviews and
best practices were compared to applicable fire prevention and risk reduction related
CFAI Accreditation Criteria. The “"Summary of NRFD Compliance with the CFAI
Accreditation Criteria” (Figure 10.9) provides the level of compliance of the NRFD with
those Criteria.
Figure 10.9
SUMMARY OF NRFD COMPLIANCE WITH THE
CFAI ACCREDITATION CRITERIA
Fire Prevention/Life Safety Criteria
There is an adequate effective and efficient program directed toward fire
prevention, life safety, risk, and reduction of hazards the detection, reporting
and control of fires and other emergencies, the provision of occupant safety
and exiting and the provisions for first aid firefighting equipment.
Performance Indicators
* NRFD Interface
Adopted fire prevention code.
Yes
Compliance with applicable fire
Yes
protection law
Adequate staffing
Yes
Plan check system in place
Yes
Equipment and supplies allocated
Standard operating procedures/
Inadequate
general operating guidelines.
Information system in place
Inadequate
Periodic appraisal made to
determine if there is a balancing of
No
the fire hazard risk against the fire
suppression capabilities
Fire Investigation Criteria
There is an adequate effective and efficient program directed
toward identification of the causes and origins of fires, explosions and
other emergency situations that endanger life or property.
Performance Indicators
* NRFD Interface
Methods and procedures in place to
investigate the cause and origin of
Yes
all reported fires.
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Adequate staffing
No
Equipment and supplies allocated to
the fire cause and investigation
Inadequate
program.
Agreement and support from other
Yes
agencies
Information system in place
Inadequate
Standard operating procedures
general operating guidelines for the
Inadequate
fire cause and investigation program
Public Education Criteria
There is a public education program directed toward the agency's mission.
Performance Indicators
* NRFD Interface
Public education program that
No
includes individual, business and
community participation.
Staffing to accomplish the program's
No
mission, goals and objectives.
Adequate equipment and supplies
No
Programs are targeted toward
specific audiences based on program
No
analysis.
Information system allows for
No
documentation and analysis
Periodic appraisal made to determine
the effectiveness of the public
No
education program and its effect on
eliminating unacceptable risks
Source: Study
*Corresponding data is found in chapter narrative

The funding and organizational culture of the New Rochelle Fire Department, with
regard to fire prevention and community risk reduction, is focused on mandated fire
protection system plans review, multi-family, tank and permit inspections and tests, with
maintenance inspections by fire companies of existing properties and an ancillary
approach to fire investigation.
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“In-service” fire companies complete the bulk of the fire prevention code inspections of
existing properties. This process is currently overseen by the officers of each of the fire
stations with little or no centralized oversight or supervision. While an excellent program
model, this phenomenon results in inconsistent implementation practices, data input and
priority on a station- by-station, officer-by-officer basis.
The NRFD Fire Investigators are operating under a 1985 Department Policy that no
longer relates to current operating practices. Fire Investigators serve on an ancillary basis
in addition to their full-time shift Lieutenant responsibilities.
The priority of Life and Fire Safety Education in the Department wanes. This effort is not
mentioned in the Department’s budget, management reports or organizational makeup.
The current culture appears to be “no overtime, no life and fire safety education.”
The plans review, inspection, fire protection system test, fire investigation and life & fire
safety education entities of the New Rochelle Fire Department need to be organized in a
manner, complemented by fire suppression forces and community coalitions, to address
the City’s fire problem in a coordinated effort.
This coordinated effort must include, among a number of things, the collection and
analysis of all pertinent data resulting in regular management reports for the use of NRFD
policy makers in determining activities, trends and planning for all aspects of the
Department.
The Department needs to “redesign” its fire prevention and risk reduction culture and
organization to engage the New Rochelle community as partners in life and fire safety.
OPTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
10-1 The Fire Chief should organize the Department’s Life and Fire Safety/Risk
Reduction program (Code Enforcement, Inspections, Fire Investigation, Life and
Fire Safety Education) under a dedicated Deputy Chief-Fire Marshal to reflect the
mission of the Department.
10-2 The Fire Chief should identify the number of fire prevention code inspectable
properties in the City and an inspection frequency goal for these properties.
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10-3 The City and Fire Chief should provide a dedicated Clerical and Administrative
Support to the Life and Fire Safety/Risk Reduction responsibility of the
Department.
10-4 The Fire Chief should assign the Fire Investigation program and ancillary Fire
Investigators to the proposed Deputy Chief-Fire Marshal.
10-5 The City and Fire Chief are encouraged to establish a Life and Fire Safety
Education Committee/Coalition entity supervised by the proposed Deputy ChiefFire Marshal.
10-6 The Fire Chief should develop and cause to be implemented a program where “inservice” fire companies effectively and efficiently complete maintenance
inspections of all Fire Prevention Code inspectable properties on a consistent
frequency.
10-7 The Fire Chief should document the number of site plan reviews and the number
of fire protection system plans reviews, test and inspections completed by the
NRFD as part of a regular management report.
10-8 The Fire Chief should initiate data collection and analysis to provide a resource for
the Department to develop an effective fire prevention program, improve fire
safety legislation, identify life and fire safety education programs, describe the
City fire problems and evaluate fire protection capabilities.
10-9 The Fire Chief, with the City attorney, should confirm whether or not company
officers completing “in-service” fire code inspections must have the State required
Code Compliance Technician certification.
10-10 The Fire Chief should update and implement a formal fire investigation call-out
and standard operating policy.
10-11 The Fire Chief should consider assigning, at a minimum, a certified ancillary Fire
Investigator to each of the four rotating shifts.
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10-12 The Fire Chief should complete an analysis of the details of good intent calls and
false calls, which currently represent 24.13 percent of all NRFD emergency
responses, to determine how they may be reduced.
10-13 The Fire Chief should complete an analysis and implement a policy to cause the
accurate reporting of the fire loss to property in the City of New Rochelle.
10-14 The Fire Chief should initiate a “desk audit” of the current NRFD Administrative
Assistant and Data Control Clerk positions to confirm their duties, responsibilities
and workload to determine they may be of assistance to other support functions
across the Department with the goal of providing Fire Prevention with
administrative aide support.
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